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PREFACE

The present publication concerns the ever -growing
need for research, not only to be carried out but
made available to the practitioners and adminis-
trators of mass communication. Unesco has al-
ways been concerned with the existing gap of know-
ledge and understanding between the researcher
and the producer. This was pointed out strongly
at the Meeting of Experts on Mass Communication
and Society (Montreal, 21-30 June 1969) and con-
sequently it was felt that a study such as this one
should be commissioned.

As a result of his wide experience in research
and formelyinjournalism and the administration
of communication programmes, the author of this

study, Dr. Y. V. L. Rao, Director of the Asian
Mass Communication Information and Research
Centre (AMIC), carefully explains when, why and
how various types of communication research can
be of great help to the practitioners and decision-
makers. Also, Dr. Rao provides us with numerous
examples of applying research to determine; thks
effects and effectiveness of the media, zspecially
in the developing countries.

It is hoped that this study will contribute to a
better understanding and a fuller co-operation
between the researcher and the practitioner of mass
communication.
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INTRODUCTION

Arthur Christiansen, a name every newspaper man
immediately recognizes, had the habit of dictating
each day some thought whiA.11 came to him during
his daily work as editor of the Daily Express. In
his book, Headlines All My Life, he has a chapter
in'which he has reproduced some of his "daily bul-
letins", one of them reads:

"I wish there was some way for newspaper
men to diagnose how much of any single issue of
the newspaper is read. Are there people who read
every line of it, as we must? Do most people 'dig'
reading only that which appeals to them? I take
the view that these are the majorityTM.

There are now ways in which a newspaper, or
for that matter the programmes of broadcasting
networks or the content of films, can and are being
diagnosed. Christiansen, in his time, did a magni-
ficient job with the Daily Express without the bene-
fit of such diagnosis. One of the qualities attributed
to him was his ability to put himself in the shoes
of the "common man" (an ability referred to as
"empathy") and feel the average person's feelings,
etc. His advice to newspaper men, conta'ned in
another of his 'daily bulletins was: "It would do
everyone connected with Fleet Street - especially
editors - a power of good if they spent an occasional
day off in unfamiliar territory seeing the news-
paper reader as he is at work and play. In familiar
territory, in the neighbourhood of your own home,
you don't get the same perspective". Or again,
"Keep typographical layout tricks under control,
There is much virtue in simplicity. Always the
reader outside Fleet Street should be considered".

No one denies that there were giants among
newspaper men in days gone by (and among broad-
casters and other communicators in more recent
times) who, by informal means and through ex-
perience, developed a rough idea of the composi-
tion of their audiences. But for every such person,
there are probably hundreds of media practition-
ers, who despite the development of communica-
tion research, continue to ask themselves the
same questions even today:

How many persons read my publication; what

kinds of persons read it; am I printing the kind of
things my audience wants to read about? Is my style
of presentation easy or hard? How can I improve
my presentation in terms of layout, typography,
etc? How can I improve the content of my publi-
cation and increase the size of my audience?

Let us take a look at another kind of commu-
nication "practitioner" who is far less known than
Christiansen but who perhaps did just as much, in
his own small way for his small newspaper (rela-
tively speaking). His name is Sidney S. Coldish
who was the research director of a rniddletown
U. S. newspaper. He worked closely with the rest
of the staff of his newspaper - in other words he
was a member of a team which produced the news-
paper and in which his own speciality was research.
His job xvas to try and find the answers to the ques -
tions which occurred to other members of his team.
Several years ago in an address to an editors' con-
ference he had this to say:

"We use research as a tool, to augment our
knowledge of the readers and markets served by
our newspaper and to assist in decision-making
processes... Research is a service department.
It exists to serve other departments - news, edi-
torial, advertising, circulation - and also to serve
management ".

Coldish admitted that his newspaper's com-
mitments of manpower and money to research had
been "substantial in past years, and they are grow
ing. . The implication is clear: we believe news-
paper research is worth while useful... neces-
sary". He then went on to give concrete examples
of how such continuing research had helped his
newspaper achieve not only a more satisfied read-
ership but also a_wider readership and therefore,
a more satisfied publisher as well. He concluded
his address by saying that research was a proce -
dure that enabled both editors and advertisers "to
gauge the impact of their offerings to readers and
also makes it possible to try out new ideas - to
test the kind of reception a new or different ap-
proach will get from readers... Anything that
helps to take the guess work out of the editing
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process is worth while. Research is capable of
providing a strong assist. If you will grant that the
decision supported by proveable fact is more like-
ly to be correct than one based on conjecture, surH
misc or tradition, then - so far as (my newspaper)
editors are concerned - research has justified
itself".

PRACTICAL USES

Among the examples that Gbldish gives of the prac-
tical uses of research on his newspaper are the
following:

1. Once, in the course of an opinion survey
it was learnt that readers in appreciable numbers
failed to distinguish between the opinion and com-
ment columns of the newspaper's editorial pages
and the news pages theniselveis. Many people, he
learnt, were unaware of the distinction which to
newspaper men is so apparent that it is taken for
granted. The editor felt after looking at the survey
conclusions that an occasional reminder to the
readers about this distinction could be helpful. So
a small two-column box was devised and inserted
on the editorial pages at regular intervals. The
box told the reader clearly that the editorial page
was the newspaper's "opinion page'', The reader's
attention was also drawn to ansecond opinion page"
when found necessary.

2. On the basis of readership research find-.
ings a new summary was carried on page one with
a series of news digest items each of which was
then keyed to the page where a fuller account was
given. This was done on the basis of the finding
that reader interest in news shorts was high. The
news digest items also performed another function;
they encouraged the reader to turn to inside pages.
Later readership figures showed an increase of
35% to 45% for that column.

3. In the course of a study preceding the news -
paper's plans to redesign its format it was found
that 7 out of 10 adults wore eye glasses and that
most of them regularly wore glasses when read-
ing. Therefore the decisionwas taken to introduce
a larger body type, switching from 8-point type on
a 9-point slug, to a 9-point body type on a 91/2
point slug.

4. The newspaper opened up inside pages for
news holes, because of the finding that a mixed
content page - i, e. a page carrying both news and
advertising gained considerably in readership
where there was adequate space on the page for
some display of news. It therefore became a rule
that from then on the news space on a mixed con-
tent page should contain at least 15 column inches,
preferably spread over three adjacent columns and
at least 5 inches deep, or over two adjacent columns
of greater depth.

5. The newspaper also departmentalized and
stressed its suburban news coverage because of
research findings that suburban news was not only
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being read by more than 7 out of 10 adults who
lived intne suburbs but also by G out of 10 men and
women living in the central city itself.

One of the editors of the newspaper called
these editorial. changes "editorial engineering" and
added that in terms of reader satisfaction, adver -
tising gains and circulation growth, such "engineer-
ing" appeared to have worked out very well.

Coldish' s own discussions of the pros and cons
of newspaper research are worth recapitulating.
One of the central problems he says, is that many
publishers and editors still doubt the usefulness
of research. Their usual responses are: "Every-
thing you found out through research, I've known
all along; this merely confirms it"; or "You can't
edit a newspaper successfully by slide rule"; or
"the research that is done isn't practical; it doesn't
tell me the things I want to know"; "I know my
readers and what they want; after all I've been in
this business now for umpty-nine years; and J:

don't need statisticians to tell me what to do".
Goldish's own point of view is that information
about readers and what they choOse fo read is a
form of "military-type intelligence" which editors
need as their audiences grow and as the society in
which those audiences exist becomes more compleX.

Continuing his argument, Goldish rightly points
out, however, that if we were to treat readership
data as binding or if we were to produce news-
papers limited to "best-read" types of content,
"we'd have the most flamboyant, sensational and
frivolous newspapers ever published - because
the best-read stories, day in. and day out, are
usually those heavily vested with violence, sex,
controversy and so-called human interest qualities".

The editor must therefore still use his profes -
s ional judgement on what is important, consequen-
tial and significant. But he must also recognize
that readers' interests and demands of their news-
papers are widely varied and that readers are
people with diVers e backgrounds and equally diverse
informational and entertainment needs. "Editing
from the strength of knowledge is to be preferred
to editing by hunch, intuition or calculated guess".

"SESAME STREET"

Let us take another example - this time from tele-
vision. Sesame Street is a children's programme,
now watched in 50 countries around the world, by
children and their parents. It has won every ma-
jor award for its class and unwittingly, but suc-
cessfully, competed for audience ratings against
some of the best commercial productions in the
United States. It is a production of the Children's
Television Workshop with modest studios in New
York.

The original idea for what later turned out to
be Sesame Street came to a Mrs. Joan Cooney in
1966. After obtaining support from several fund-
ing agencies and foundations, she consulted various



experts as psychologists and children's book illus-
trators. A great deal of preparation went into the
planning of the series and Dr. Edward L. Palmer,
formerly an associate research professor in Ort gon's
State Education System, worked with children across
the United States for 18 months, studying their gen-
eral behavioural patterns and specifically their at-
tention spans, areas of interest, eys movemects,
etc.

Dr. Palmer and his associates found that the
most effective approach to learning "fused the swit-
ches of commercial TV, the quick cuts from ani-
mate to live action". Transitions were avoided.
"We ]earned ", says Dr. Palmer, "that what bores
kids is too much time spent on any one subject. Sit
and talk straight at them, and children think you
are giving them Walter Cronkite" (a noted U.S.
Television commentator and news analyst for CBS).

On the basis of the 'findings of such systematic
research, the series was planned and executed
with no "anchor man"; children wander around side-
walks and through neighbourhood stores, chatting
with their adult hosts. "Learning seems almost a
by-product of fun'', said Time magazine, reporting
on Sesame Street in a special cover storylast:rear.

The producers of Sesame Street have allowed
for constant feedback from its audiences and from
professional critics and have successfully incor-
porated some changes as _they have gone along. Re-
search before, research during and research after
has obviously paid off handsomely and all those as-
s or .:ated with the programme have achieved a satis -
faction beyond their wildest hopes. Besides, accord-
ing to an independent educational testing service,
"Sesame Street has been sharpening the cognitive
skills of poor kids by as much as 62%". It contin-
ues to entertain and educate.

Examples like this where communication re-
search has been harnessed for practical purposes.
by the practitioners of mass communication are
many. Unfortunately, however, they are not al-
ways available easily to the average professional.
This is partly because the conclusions of specific
studies like this, sponsored and done for specific
purposes, usually remain within the media units
which make use of them. Partly also it is because
most practitioners of mass communicati.on, espe-
cially in the developing countries where the need
is greatest (for reasons which will be explained
later) do not have the inclinai!on or the opportunity
to expose themselve's to mass communication lit-
erature. The point that is being made here is that
the informal, intuitive and unsystematic ways of
answering day-to-day questions are no longer ade-
quate for the modern communicator.

This is because the communication revolution
which has taken place has vastly increased the num-
ber of communication media and has given the
average person access to many media. This has
also meant that the competition among the media
on the attention of the public has increased tre-
mendously. Since every individual has only so much

time to read or to listen to the media, his need for
selection among the media output has increased.
Therefore it is the medium whose messages arc
interesting and easy to absorb, v,-hose messages
meet the needs of the public, which will sure

A nother reason for the failure of i' :waive meth
ods is the increasing number of people in the au-
dience. More people are entering the ranks of the
potential audience of the media everyday, partly
because of increasing literacy, partly because of
increasing per capita income and partly because
of the easier availability of the media. The days
of the exclusive audience of a press catering to an
elite are disappearing fast and have indeed dis-
appeared already, even in the developing countries.
The task of the communicator, therefore, has be-
come far more difficult. Finally, to make the task
of the communicator even more difficult, public
tastes have been changing.The 'public is not Jnly
getting better educated, but also more sophisticat-
ed. Their interests have been broadeningthrough
exposure to more communications from outside
their immediate environment. These changing
tastes and broadening of interests have meant that
no communicator can base his decisions on what
he knew to be true even a few years ago. He now
has to keep constantly in touch with these changes
One of the better ways of doing so is to keep in
touch with communication research an activity
which has itself grown up only in the past two dec-
ades partly to meet this need. The communication
researcher thus becomes a member of the team
which produces the ultimate product of a medium
of mass communication. He draws from his know-
ledge of the experiences of past communications,
the tested efficiency .of present methods and pro-
jects this knowledge into the future for the guVance
of the communication practitioner. lie ha:': tools
at his command to do this task in a systematic way.
And those tools are constantly being sharpened.

PRINCIPLES, NOT RULES

The purpose of the following discussion is to sum-
marize selectively those aspects (and those as-
pects alone) of mass communication research to
give the practitioner (and the administrator of com-
munication campaigns) a general idea of what mass
communication is about and what mass communi-
cation research has been able to do so far, and
above all to attempt to show that mass communi-
cation research can help the practitioner in his
day-to-day work. It may not yet be able to answer
every single question, general or specific, which
the practitioner may have.. In any case it is doubt-
ful that this is what the practitioner would like to
have. Research cannot and does not provide hard
and fast rules for the practitioner. Nor does it
intend to do so, even as the principles of layout or
of composition are not meant to stifle the individua-
lity and the creative ability of the sub-editor or the
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cameraman. There are times when the practition-
or decides deliberately to flout principles and per-
haps place one double column story directly under
another or a cameraman lets a bridge run up and
down his picture vertically insteat: of diagonally.
A good practitioner does this deliberately and not
because of ignorance; a bad practitioner may do so
because he has not been exposed to any principles
at al]. The practice of journalism has its princi-
ples; the practice of mass communication has its
principles. But these principles are essentially
meant to be guidelines because communication
(like journalism) is at least partly a creative activity.
Neither the teachers of the principles of journalism
nor the teachers of the principles. of mass commu-
nication want to stifle individuality or creativity.
However, to the extent that these are functional
activities as well, they will maintain that the pro-
fessional must first inform himself of principles
and practice so as to become a better journalist
a better communicator in this functional sense.

The newspaperman, the broadcaster, the film-
maker, etc. , are being taught the techniques of
their profession but their exposure to the princi-
ples of mass communication has so far been
inadequate. This is not a statement made by re-
searchers but by mass communication practition-
ers themselves - in many of the training pro-
grammes being increasingly organized all over the
world by national units, by regional centres andby
international organizations.

The following discussion is meant purely as a
start to meet such a need. It does not claim tobe
complete or fully adequate. For, in the last two
decades or so the literature of mass communica-
tion has burgeoned fast. The practitioner who may
want to go deeper into,some of the aspects of mass
communication theory or research is directed to
that literature (see. selected titles at the back of
the book).

THE RESEARCHER AND THE PRACTITIONER

There are two concepts in mass communication re-
search which the practitioner in newspapers, broad-
casting stations, etc., knows intuitively. How ac-
curately is another matter. These two concepts
are: "selective exposure" and "selective percep-
ton". In simpler terms they merely mean that a
reader or viewer or a listener exposes himself to
the content of the mass media in a selective way,
and that evon after he does that, ha interprets what
he reads or sees, in his own way. This is usually
guided by his own needs, interests, abilities - and
prejudices. This is true of all of us - including
the professional journalist and the communication
researcher. And this is true in relationship to
each other's products. The practitioner for instance
may often pick up some publication in the field of
mass communication research but reject it as being
"not for me". The researcher too surely turns a
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page in his daily newspaper or switches channels
on his television set with identical words. Often
prejudices also show up.

Whatever judgements are made, they are often
made very quickly on the basis of a certain "cue".
This may be a headline in a newspaper, or the
title of a programme on the radio, or the face or
the voice of an announcer on television. But often,
for the purposes of their own professional work
the practitioner and the researcher will bring them -
selves to sit through or read through material
which they would find, under more "normal' cir
cumstances, to be either boring or pompous or
useless. The practitioner does this because he
needs that background information for his own work;
the researcher does this because he may be ana-
lysing a certain content and therefore has to mon-
itor a whole series, let, us say, of television
programmes.

There seems to he as much truth in the prac-
titioner's criticism of the researcher as in the
researcher's criticism of the practitioner. These
criticisms are too well known in the profession to
be discussed in any detail here.

Perhaps the strongest argument one can make
for the need to get over any existing pr?.juclices in
the field of mass communication is that the age of
specialization is now upon us and that therefore
we cannot any longer fit into a society adequately
without specialized knowledge. For the practition
er of mass communication there is a growing need
to inform himself of his own field of activ itywith-
in the whole gamut of mass communication which
has undergone revolutionary changes in the life-
time of most of us who started as newspapermen
say, twenty or thirty years ago. The advent of
radio and television and the other vast networks
of mass communication, including the large-scale
governmental communication programmes, has
forced us to take another look at our own particu-
lar place and our special role.

REFRESHER COURSES

The suddenupsurge of activity on the part of profes -
sional organizations to run training programmes
and refresher courses for working journalists
seems tobe the most compelling argument for the
fact that in the midst of all the changes that are
taking place in society we may all have to run to
stand still. This includes the communication prac -
titioner, just as it did the general medical prac-
titioner of a few years ago.

The layman looks to the media to inform him
and educate him on the changes that are taking
place around him so that he can become a more
effective me:mb6r of his society the farmer with -
in the agricultural revolution, the rural hous ewives,
amidst the revolutions that have been taking place
in the areas of hygiene, sanitation and child rear-
ing; young men and women, within the context of



rising costs and rising populations. But what about
the communicator within the communication revo-
lution which is now being referred to as a commu-
nications "explosion". Traditional pracii
beliefs are being questioned constantly
ingly in all avenues of human behavic
munication, which is the life blood I

caused some of these changes, but ix,
been affected by them. Communicator:, Mi.) not
only expect and encourage societies to make these
changes smoothly and effectively but also consider
themselves as leaders of opinion, obviously have
need for information on communication itself.

We have all heard editors and publishers, for
example, asking themselves why their circulation
figures are not going up as rapidly as literacy and
per capita income? Perhaps some of them, espe-
cially in the developing countries, are trying to
find out. These efforts are praiseworthy, but for
some of the more general questions, there are al-
ready some tentative answers provided by people
to whom these questions had occurred earlier. One
of them might as well point it out to the newcomer,
much as Charlie Brown (in a recent Schulz cartoon)
told Lucy whom he caught counting snowflakes,
"you are wasting your. time, I've already done it"!

Unfortunately, however, the relative newness
of. mass communication. research, coupled with
the oldness of communication practice have created
a situation where, much like a father and son, there
has been relatively little common ground for a
healthy dialogue. Therefore, each one has achieved
a sense of security for himself by confining him-
self to his special world, even though each must
recognize from time to time that, by doing so he
has perhaps missed out on something.

NEED FOR. DIALOGUE

Professional journals have provided the practition-
ers with the techniques of communication, such as
the art of interviewing, the art of writing, etc.,
some of them based on research findings and some
on experience alone. There is no doubt that both
are useful and necessary. However, practitioners
of communication have had relatively less oppor-
tunity to expose themselves to the more general
principles of effective communication based on
research done on the communicator himself, the
medium in which he specializes, and the audience
which he serves. These are the areas which this
discussion attempts to covebriefly and selectively.

In a recent article in the professional maga-
zine, The Quill, James Tankard, in an article en-
titled "Communication Researchers, Speak Up!"

made out an excellent case for the need for a great-
er dialogue between experienced journalists and
communication researchers. One of the most spe-
cific needs he mentioned "is for more speculation
in research articles on the meaning and potential
usefulness of findings". Not all research has
obvious immediate application, but in many cases
where none are mentioned reseal should be
able to indicate possible uses'',

"Communication research", he warned " does
not yet have a more complete scientific rhetoric,
it undoubtedly will have some day, but principles
of potential use to professional communicators are
beginningto emerge. The promotion of such prin-
cifiles appears to be a responsibility of the re-
searcher, and a responsibility he should begin as-
suming now. The journalist, for his part, should
be prepared to give the research a fair hearing".
It is in that spirit that this book is being written.
Hopefully it will be received in that spirit -by the
practitioners of communication without whose ac-
tive assistance and constructive criticism mass
communication researchers might as well close
shop.

There seems to be need for a warning here.
It is that although we. are trying to be guarded in
presenting generalizations, we realize that the
whole purpose of the book is to present some re-
search conclusions so as to indicate possible uses
for the practitioner. There is a danger in this that
such conclusions may be misconstrued as "princi-
ples" or "rules" for all situations and conditions.
This is not so. Some of the conclusions are from
studies done under specific conditions. And these
may differ in another culture or in another situa-
tion. They should therefore be taken only as gen-
eral guidelines. ..,

Far more research needs to be done and such
research needs to be done in different cultures
and in different Communities and perhaps even in
specific media units. For example, some research
studies tell us that more adults read the best comic
strips on an average day than the front page ban-
ner story. Such a finding gives us an indication of
the average interest of an average public in a given
community. Research also has shown that the
average reader spends more time in his 'metropo-
litan daily on features than on news. This mayor
may not be true of all readers of all cities. It is
worth finding out for any given paper.

The purpose here is to present a general pic
ture of mass communication study and mass commu-
nication research. It is for the practitioner to decide
what to do with some of the principles that seem
to be emerging. It is also up to him to askques-
tions - both of himself and of the researcher.
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CHAPTER I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MASS COMMUNICATION

When journalists gather in the pub or in the coffee
house they talk shop, like all professionals do. The
journalist's shop talk, however, has a certain
amount of romance, adventure and an aura of char-
isma which most other professions lack. Part of
this comes from within the profession itself but a
great deal of it comes also from the "consumers"
of journalism whose own attachment to the news-
men and reporters of their choice is generally an
intense one. However, as every journalist knows
and most of his fans do not - a great deal of hard
work and pragmatic decisions go into the produc-
tion of a newspaper, or a magazine or abroadcast
or a film. This hard work and decision-making
revolve around the myriad factors involved in the
process of collecting, collating and disseminating
of information and ideas. Ih all of the mass media
the economics of the medium also play a role which
is little understood not only outside of the medium
but also within.

However, the stories about journalism and
journalists are so interesting and so colourfulthat
it is perhaps a shame that sometimes one tends to
forget that reality is quite far removed from such
romanticism. Journalists may continue to need the
compensation that such romanticism lends .them,
to be able cheerfully to handle the frustrations of
reality.

This is particularly so today since journalism
has itself evolved, over the last few decades, into
a much bigger, more systematic and also more
competitive vocation. It has also taken uponitself,
by and large, a greater responsibilitytowards so-
ciety. And society has been making even greater
demands on journalism. We are using the word
"journalism" today to include all the mass media,
the press, radio, television, film, etc., whereas
formerly it referred only to newspapers and maga-
zines. However, the inadequacy of the word jour-
nalism to describe the activities and concerns of
today's "journalist" is already beginning to rele
gate that word if not quite into oblivion, certainly
into describing only d part of the communication
process in society. The new phrase is "mass

communication", and even some of the older jour-
nalists are beginning to call themselves communi-
cators in certain contexts. As such contexts are
progressively increasing, especially because of
the growing activities sponsored by universities,
by professional organizations, by national govern-
ments, by international organizations, etc., the
more common reference now is to"mass commu-
nication?' or the mass media" than to "journalism".
In this transistory stage, however, definitions of
"journalism" and definitions of "mass communica-
tion" vary. For purposes of this discussion we
might perhaps more conveniently define journal-
ism as the business of collecting, managing, edit-
ing and disseminating news and information through
one or another mechanical device. We might per-
haps then define mass communication as the study
of the process involved in such utilization of such
mechanical devices for such news and information,
and the flow of those messages through society.

Journalism, according to Webster, is: "the
business of managing, editing, or writing for jour-
nals or newspapers; also, journals or newspapers
collectively". Such a definition was an adequate
word for describing the media in the days when
most mass communication was carried onby news
papers and magazines. And such a period lasted
a long time. The first mechanical device bywhich
man could share his thoughts with a large number
of people, was the printing press. The birth of
British journalism, for example, can almost be
dated back to 1476 when William Caxton set upthe
first press at Westminster. Actually, however,
the emergence of a regular periodical devoted to
the dissemination of news came only over a hundred
years later. But what we have come to know as
the newspaper had forerunners in the form of
"broadsides" and pamphlets. The delay was due
to the unavailability of facilities for the gathering
and distribution of news. Literacy too was not
widespread and not everyone could afford to buy
these news sheets. There were also political rea-
sons which made printing a somewhat risky occu-
pation. One might add that such factors as illiteracy
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and economic restraints continue to act as obstacles
to newspaper growth even today in large parts of
the world.

The development of printing occurred along-
side industrialization and in fact printing itself was
part of that process of industrialization since it
brought workers together under one roof and subs-
tituted the machine for a task which was once done
by hand. It also succeeded in reproducing, rela-
tively inexpensively, identie "terns by mechanical
means; this was mass pro n.

The printed media ' .ely sway over
a long period of time a ri it ct Jued to be the only
means by which cultur economic and
political allegiances could be maintained over large
areas. It performed the functions which today's
society expects all the media of communication to
perform and to share. These are: to inform and
broaden the horizons of the public, to interpret
events and issues, to criticize, and when neces-
sary, challenge authority, to act as a"watchdog",
to entertain and to assist in selling goods and serv-
ices by bringing buyers and sellers together.

The "communication revolution" came in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries and brought with
it the motion picture, the radio and later - much
later - television. "Journalism" thus became only
one part of this wider network of mass communi-
cation media.

FUNCTIONS OF THE MEDIA

Apart from the increase in the number of the media,
there was also a gradual but distinct change in the
functions of the media which made journalism too
restricted a term to describe this bigger world of
communication. There has been a tremendous in-
crease in the various types of public relations ac-
tivities, of advertising, of house organs, in short
of all forms of persuasive communication. A great
deal of the early contributions to the study of mass
communication, in fact, came from the propaganda
activities during World War II and from advertising.
Only later did social scientists, comingfrom vari-
ous disciplines such as political science, sociology
and psychology, begin to study the media in their
"natural" situation and for their own sake. Today,
because of the greater interest in mass communi-
cation in the developing countries and communities,
anthropologists are also increasingly contributing
their services to the study of mass communication.

With such developments having taken place and
continuing to take place, it has therefore become
not only more stylish but also more accurate to
talk of mass communication rather than of journal-
ism, when referring to all media and not merely
to newspapers and magazines. It may indeed be
more correct to say that journalism is part of mass
communication. For, as in the other media of mass
communication, newspapers and magazines too
utilize mechanical devices and have become
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institutionalized - that is a whole institution .beZ
comes the message carrier whether it is a broad-
casting station or a film studio or a newspaper or
a magazine.

All these require a large group of people bring-
ing their own specialities to, their tasks, working
together ti.iproduce a product which is then carried
to thousands or millions of persons almost simul-
tannously. The media units work as social insti-
tutions each having its own controls, inside and
out, its economic concerns, its ethical codes, etc.
These various media, as branches of mass com-
munication, are all more or less in the same busi-
ness of collecting and disseminating information
and knowledge.

It should be noted, however, that there arc
differences - and some very distinct differences -
between the various media. We shall deal with this
later. Suffice it to point out that mass communi-
cation does nut mean communication for every one.
Even in a give n medium, mass communication is
selective because the medium is selective. Each
of the media tends Co select its audiences, and au-
diences likewise select among and within the media.

As social institutions the mass media are (or
ought to be) responsive to the environment in which
they operate. This interaction between the media
and their societies, it will be seen, means that
not only do the media influence the social, economic,
cultural and political structures within which they
operate but that in turn they are themselves influ-
enced by them. Therefore to understand mass
communication .properly one must understand the
society in which the media exist. And to under-
stand that society onu must have a clear picture
of its values and basic beliefs. This means that
a knowledge of history, sociology, psychology,
etc. , is necessary for a true understanding of the
media. Today the training of journalists attempts
to provide such a background. This is sometimes
done by professional organizations which run short-
term training courses for working journalists who
can neither afford the time nor have the inclination
to sit through long courses leading to a degree in
a university. However, the new recruits to jour-
nalism and to other media are increasingly coming
from universities where the better schools of jour-
nalism and/or communication are providing such
a background in their regular curriculum, in addi-
tion to imparting basic knowledge of the techniques
of production in one or more of the media. Although
the students may concentrate in later stages of
their course work on the techniques involved in a
specific medium, they are primarily exposed to a
broader outlook on all the media within various
social, political, economic and cultural frameworks.

The change from journalism to mass commu-
nication has also slowly but surely occurred in
educational institutions and many of the old depart -
ments of journalism have redesignated themselves
in the course of their expansion into departments
or schools of journalism.and communication.



THE "BORN" JOURNALIST

Since the printed medium was the obvious and vir-
tually the only avenue for employment in the past,
schools of journalism concentrated largely onmeet-
ing the demands of newspapers, although this de-
mand was very slow in coming- and continues tobe
slow in some parts of the world. Gradually, how-
ever, at least in some countries (the United States
is a leading example), the schools of journalism
succeeded in proving themselves and also succeed-
ed in proving; that f'essional education was
better '` training, especially te.ch-
nical rv. the job" innewspapers
or in broadcasting stations. Such training is now
being reorganized as at best a slow process and
at worst extremely limited and often confining, of-
fering little opportunity for advancement to the
average reporter or sub-editor. No school of
journalism, however, claims that it turns out
the "complete" journalist. But they do claim
that they turn out better recruits to the profession
of journalism than the old relativelyless educated
and totally untrained entrants into journalism whose
claim to being journalists was based on birth rather
than on training. The old adage that journalists
are born and not trained is all but dead. As Joseph
Pulitzer who got into trouble for daring to suggest
that a journalist was educated and not born, once
quipped: "the only position that occurs tome which
a man... can successfully fill by the simple fact
of birth is that of an idiot".

At least in some parts of the world, therefore,
the fight for recognition which the schoolsof jour-
nalism have fought, has been won. The newer jour-
nalists tend to be better educated and better trained.
They have a good background of the humanities and
are knowledgeable in the social sciences. Increas-
ingly editors and publishers. and executives of
broadcasting networks are preferring to recruit
young people who have a degree from a school of
journalism. This is also true in such related fields
as market research, public relations, advertising,
government information.services, etc. Soon, it
may not be enough for a potential journalist to have
a broad background in the humanities and the social
sciences, for we are on the threshold uf the age of
specialization. The general reporter is increasing-
ly being forced to give way to the science writer,
the economic writer, the political correspondent,
the specialized columnist, the women's page editor,
the sports writer, etc. , within each medium, not
to speak of the specializations across the media.

Such developments have brought intheir wake,
discussions on whether journalism can now be
called a profession, since a profession is distin-
guished by the fact that it needs specialized train-
ing and a formal recognition of that training by a
group of qualified "teachers". Without entering
the discussion itself in any depth, it seems that
such an agreement is well on its way to being
reached, at least informally, among the various

clashes of media practitioner as well as on the
part of educators and the general public. This is
all to the good since the journalist is bound to bene -
fit through an elevation of his own stature. This
includes newspapermen as well as "electronic
journalists'', a term made popular by Eric Sevarcid,
the American television commentator. The trend
is especially evident in the fact that a number of
professional organizations have been formed with
specialists of their own (such as newspaper editors,
publishers, broadcasters, photographers, "working
journalists", etc. ), whose representatives often
get together in national and international conven-
tions to discuss problems of common concern. Re-
cently representatives, of universities, not only
from schools of journalism, but other depa.rtments
as well, have been able to join such organizations as
full members or associates and international organi-
zations such as Unesco, have increasingly been
able to bring scholars and practitioners together
since such organizations have always worked closely
With ail of them.

USE IN EDUCATION

It may also be worth pointing out that today one
talks freely not only of education in journalism but
also of journalism in education. A give and take
between educators and journalists has brought
about the new trend of the use of mass media in
education - perhaps the best justification for the
closest relationship being established between the
media practitioner and the educator. This close
relationship, or the need for it, has been extended
beyond the administrators of formal education to
administrators of out-of-school education, which
in its broad sweep, includes such vast educational
efforts as those in the field of health, agriculture,
family planning, community development, literacy,
business management, and finally administration
itself. National and international planning bodies
have found the need for the contributions of jour-
nalists and communication personnel of all kinds
to be built in, as integral components, into all
forms of developmental activities within the broad
concept of social change and of modernization.

No practitioner needs to have any further con-
firmation of the recognition of his importance to
society. The challenge has been made, And it had
been made in a proportion which is awesome in its
dimensions. Whether he will be able to meet this
challenge or not depends on his own ability to com-
prehend and to come to grips with the vast prob-
lems of the big world which exists outside the news -
paper office or of his broadcasting station. If he
wants to do so he must have a fuller understanding
of himself, of his medium and of the world outside.
In other words, the communicator, the medium
and the audiences. Such knowledge used within the
social context in which he operates should make .

him a more effective communicator.
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CHAPTER II

THE PROCESS. O' INFORMATION FLOW

We might as well begin by saying that the practice
of mass communication is difficult. This is des-
pite the fact that man has been communicating, in
one way or another since pre-historic times. In
our present discussion, we are particularly con-
cerned with mass communication which is in many
ways different from interpersonal communication.
We know that interpersonal communication is com-
plicated. Mass communication is perhaps even
more complicated. In interpersonal communica-
tion, since we are extremely concerned about our-
selves, we do put a great deal of effort Into watch-
ing the reactions of the person we are talking to
and into correcting ourselves to the best of our abi-
lity whenever we make a mistake or whenever we
realize that whatever we are saying is not being
understood or not being received in quite the way
we want it to be received. We may correct our-
selves either by retreating or by clarifying or per-
haps even by apologizing.

Those of a p who practise mass communication,
on the other hand, generally do not have: an oppor-
tunity for such immediate "feedback" of reactions
from our audiences. Therefore, we have little op-
portunityfor keeping up a healthy dialogue and even
less opportunity to retreat or clarify or apologize.
Most of the time even if we would like to do so, it
is far too late. Hence in any effort on our part to
ensure that our practice of mass communication is
achieving what it sets out, to achieve, a great deal
of preparation must go into it before we begin to
communicate. Fortunately, unlike in the inter-
personal situation, there is time for such prepa-
ration. The feedback may not be immediate, but it
can be obtained if we are willing to put in the ef-
fort to obtain it. Moreover considerable informa-
tion is already available to the practitioner of mass
communication in the body of knowledge gathered
patiently, even if sometimes haphazardly, by mass
communication researchers. Exposure to such
knowledge can itself be a form of preparation. This
is as true for newspapers dealing with their for-
midable deadlines as it is for radio and television
broadcasters and for film-makers and equally
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important, administrators of mass communication
campaigns, especially in developing countries.

For any systematic approach to the practice
of mass communication,, the communicator must
have a certain amount of knowledge of himself, his
particular medium and his audience, in other
words, the total process of communication. A
practitioner may be an excellent technician and a
highly skilled professional, but without an under-
standing of the process of communication, he would
be less of a professionalthan he would himself like
to be.

SIMILARITIES

It should first of all be noted that mass communi-
cation channels are always operating side by side
with interpersonal channels and that the two inter-
act very closely and each is exerting an influence
on the other. Although we have drawn a distinc-
tion between mass communication and interperson-
al communication with a view to setting our own
boundaries we should also recognize that there
are many similarities between the two. In both
situations the communicator has to gain attention,
has to be understood, has to be accepted, has to
be interpreted and has to succeed in bringing about
some kind of a change in attitude and behaviour. Of
course not all mass communication or all interper -
s onal communication goes through all these steps.
A considerable proportion of straight news items,
for example, are read or listened to and immediate -
ly forgotten or stored away for future retrieval.

The interaction between mas s communication
and interpersonal communication is both constant
and cumulative. While a great deal of content from
mass communication forms the grist of interper-
sonal communication, it is also natural that subjects
discussed in the interpersonal situation (a summit
meeting, or a church group) finds its way inevitably
into the mass media. Each therefore feeds onthe
other and affects the other. It is not a one-sided
cause -and -effect relationship.



Since our concern here is with mass commu-
nication we will look at interpersonal communica-
tion as related to mass communication from the
point of view of the practitioner of mass communi-
cation, but will try to keep in mind the impoi tant
role of other forms of communication from which
the practitioner of mass communication cannot sep-
arate himself, whether in his day-to-day work or
within the context of his ultimate objectives.

A RELATIONSHIP

Communication essentially is a relationship - a re-
lationship between the person who is imparting a
message or sending out a s'Ignal and the receiver
of such signals. Obviously they must use some
common signals to be able to communicate at all.

For the practitioner of mass communication,
the important things to consider are that he has
something to communicate, that he has a channel
(or medium) through which he can convey his mes-
sage and that there is an audience which hopefully
will receive that message because there is interest
in it. It will be noticed that we have defined "com-
muhication" and expanded it, for the purposes of
the practitioner to "mass communication" and in
doing so have brought in the additional factor of the
"channel" or the "medium" - because this has a
crucial bearing on the difference between commu-
nication and mass communication. In addition,
mass communication involves a complex corporate
organization, an extensive division of .labour and a
great deal of expense.

Without complicating this distinction any fur-
ther, let us merely say that the difference between
communication and mass communication is that
while the first includes, interpersonal communica-
tion as a distinct component, to the average prac-
titioner of mass communication, this becomes
secondary because the practitioner of mass com-
munication virtually loses control of his message
once it gets into the interpersonal situation. His
message may be discussed immediately after say,
a person watches a televisiOn programme. But
from that moment on the television set itself is
most likely turned off and what happens in the
living room between two or more individuals is be-
yond the control of the programme director or of
the news analyst. He has either communicated ef-
fectively or he has not. Only time and research
can perhaps tell.

Often broadcasting networks and newspapers
insist that they do have feedback because their lis-
teners and readers write letters commenting upon
some item of news or information and the waythey
were handled. But researchers have conclusively
shown that such feedback can be very misleading.
Because those who write these letters are a parti-
cular breed of readers and listeners'and they do
not represent the total audience of mass communi-
cation. Very oftenthe so-called feedback is confined

to the comments made by the communicator's own
colleagues. Needless to say, such feedback is per-
haps even worse and even more limited than the
letters or telephone calls.

What do we mean when we say that communi-
cation is based on a relationship between the send-
er of a message and its receiver? In the interper-
sonal situation this is easily grasped. But what
about the mass communication situation? It means
that when a man picks up a newspaper or tunes in
to his favourite television programme, he does so
with certain expectations of achieving a certain re-
lationship. He expects the communicator, what-
ever the medium, to talk a certain language and
talk about certain subjects and he expects to under-
stand what is being said. If he does not find his expec
tations fulfilled and does not achieve satisfaction,
that relationship will break.

To understand what this means, one need only
ask a villager in a remote Indian village why he
does not listen to the radio. Chances are that the
villager's reply would be "It speaks a strange lan-
guage" or 'Tin not interested in what it says". Ob-
viously it is not the radio set that he is complaining
about; it is the commentator, even if he expresses
his relationship in terms, of the medium rather than
the communicator or the specific message. Perhaps
this is the sense in which Marshall McLuhan talks
about the medium being the message. It is doubt-
ful, however, that a more sophisticated listener
will refer to his relationship quite the same way.

To get back to our discussion on the process
of communication, there are many events from
which the communicator selects a few to be con-
veyed to his audience. He writes these stories as
best as he can and fixes them in a time-slot or a
news hole. A receiver then selects from among
the material presented, pays attention to some
messages, interprets them and disposes of them
as he likes. But the messages and the medium
have brought the communicator and the receiver
together.

SELECTION

The process, however, while simple in some res-
pects, is highly complicated in others. Let us take
a day-to-day example of a news agencysending out
tens of thousands of words over the wires into a
newspaper office or a broadcasting station. In its
own way the news agency is trying to cater to a
specialized audience which in its case are its sub-
scribers. But the subscribers are not using all of
the material. They have their own special interests
and special needs'and above all they have their own
special problems which severely restrict them. A
newspaper has only so many columns; a broadcast-
ing station has only so much time to devote to the
news agency's material. The typical news editor
picks some stories and lets them in; the rest he
"spikes" and keeps out.
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The process continues trough the chief sub-
editor and the sub-editor anal finally the man who
makes up the page on the "stone". They are trim-
ming the stories. All of them are actingas "gate-
keepers".

This concept of the gatekeeper role of the com-
municator is an extremely important one in under -
standing the process of communication. The average
practitioner can see what this does to the whole
concept of "objectivity" even without going beyond
the purely informational content of mass commu-
nication into the persuasive parts of mass commu-
nication (such as editorials, news analysis, features,
documentaries with built-in messages, etc. ) After
the newspaper is put to bed and after the newscast
ends the process of selection still continues. In
the case of the newspaper as well as in broadcasting
and films, there are distribution problems and be-
yond that there is the audience. There is one kind
of a gatekeeper or another throughout the process.
Therefore, from the start of the process to the
ultimate end (we shall see how there is perhaps no
such ultimate end) the amount of effective commu-
nication is progressively getting smaller and smaller
and therefore only a fraction of the total communi-
cation in society get any real hearing at all.

If we assume that one of these messages has
indeed reached a reader or a listener thenwhat
happens? It enters the social networks which are
made up so much of interpersonal communicatiori.
The particular item may now be discussed and
passed on. It is possible too that in some form,
it may even come back to the original source, and
be put back into the communication system in some
similar or different form. The circle is now com-
plete and the original information becomes part of
the experience of society. But while it has obviously
touched some, it has not touched others at all.

"NOISE"

In the process of transmission, a message may
become contaminated. This concept is usually
called "noise", a term which comes from electron-
ics (we have all experienced it on a telephone, for
example, where we sometimes do not hear distinctly
or even correctly). But in mass communication
this need not be actual physical noise. A message
may be contaminated because it has not been under -
stood properly and therefore in travelling further
within the communication system it can be mis-
interpreted and lose all resemblance to the original
message. It may become rumour or gossip or
counter-propaganda. This is the reason why the
practitioner of mass communication cannot be over-
careful in constructing and in disseminating his
original message. The more complex the subject -
matter, thd more simply and more aacurately it
needs to be handled.

Once the message is received, social rela-
tionships can also play a great part in how it is
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received. We are all members of some groups which
are relevant to us and whose value systems and
beliefs we subscribe to. Therefore, when a mes-
sage enters such a group, what happens to it is
guided to a large extent by the group's beliefs and
value systems. More often than not the message
is not accepted at its face value. It is checked with
other members of one's group. For example, a
farmer who listens to a broadcast about a new fer-
tilizer or a new plough, is more than likelyto check
with other farmers before attaching any value to
the message and befor e de,' d t o try tile Itym
tilizer. The rness.ri this tent.
Most of the research dune on "diffusion of innova-
tions" has had to deal with the study of these
processes.

Apart from small groups, communication also
has to meet the requirements and deal with the
norms of the society at large. In most societies
there are some strongly held beliefs and traditions
and generally a way of doing things. The commu-
nicators are themselves part of this society and
therefore their own messages will also be guided
to a large extent by these norms and by these prac-
tices. The tendency therefore is to work within
those practices. The implications of this for inter-
national communication and inter - cultural commu -
nication are obvious. Unless some of the more
common terminology and the more common value
systems are taken into consideration, the .message
cannot travel very far, and if it does, can be so
easily misunderstood.

An additional factor in communication which
should be recognized bythe practitioner has to do
with the message itself. The meaning of a mes-
sage is not necessarily wholly in the words that it
contains. There canbe a great deal of information
outside of them. Much like the word "yes" may be
accompanied by a shrug of a shoulder or a smile
or a certain tone of voice. It is the totality which
makes the message. In the case of mass commu-
nication, this would obviously be, affected by what-
ever characteristics are specific to a given medium.
Inthe case of a newspaper it may be the type-face,
its size, the headline itself, the position on the page,
etc. It may also include a by-line which may tell
the reader a great deal (or nothing at all). In the
case of the radio, of course, the speed of reading,
the quality of the tone of voice, etc.

HEAD START

The factors mentioned in this discussion are the
ones to look for but in specific societies theywill
work in specific ways and this is important. Prac
titioners of mass communication, by the very
nature of their experience, will necessarily have
a head start but to reach that finish line they in-
variably need a little assistance from the communi-
cation researcher. It is the latter's task to provide
the practitioner with that little extra which he needs.



The researcher cannot do so by basing his know-
ledge entirely ou the literature he exposes himself
to - often from societies outside his and the prac-
titioner's own. This is especially true of the de-
veloping countries where the practitioners and the
administrators of mass communication want to do
so much and yet have so little to go on. This in-
cludes their knowledge of the communication pro-
cess in their own society.

In the succeeding c apters we shall be did
cussing the nature of ecific components in the

communication process. Thes.c: are: the commu-
nicator, the channels and the audience. The charac-
teristics of each one of these, of course, will have
a bearing on the process and finally on the effect- .
iveness or ineffectiveness of a given message and
a given medium. Our discussion of the process
itself has, therefore, necessarily been brief. Th-
reader is invited to go thrr,,igh Ow following

' ..11.1plete the picture for himself -
based on his own knowledge of his own particu-
lar community.
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CHAPTER III

THE COMMUNICATOR

It has been estimated that as many books were pub-
lished in the last 25 years as in the 500 years before
1950, and that perhaps 90% of all scientists and
technologists who have ever lived are alive and
working today. In the United States it is believed
that there are more people engaged in providing
knowledge to the public than all the farmers and
industrial workers put together. The communica-
tor is king. Or is he?

As Wilbur Schramm put it "technically, what
has happened in the last five centuries is that man
has developed some remarkable machines that can
be inserted into the communication process to dup-
licate a -message, and to extend almost indefinitely
a person's ability to see and hear and record, and
thus to share, information. The communication
process (however) remains basically the same.
The psychology of communication is basically the
same... But because man lives by information,
this new ability to share it, has had a profound ef-
fect upon human life. "

It cannot be denied that communication in such
vast dimensions.has brought about fundamental so-
cial changes. The news sheet and later the elec-
tronic media have made it possible for large num-
bers of people everywhere to be informed about
politics and therefore to participate in government.

The locus of power has moved from hereditary
leadership to an informed and intelligent leader-
ship. It has also been suggested that without chan-
nels of mass communication the industrial revolu-
tion of the nineteenth century could not have trans-
formed our way of life as it did.

The advent of television, as it has been clearly
shown, has brought about impressive changes in
living habits in the more industrialized countries.
Communication has now been clearly recognized
as the fundamental social process andmajor changes
in human communication have always accompanied
major social changes.

This relationship between communication and
social change can be seen most sharply in some of the
developing countries which are just moving from an
older culture into a media culture. In such countries
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the process of communication development has been
tremendously shortened because of the availability
of new media and of communication technology.

In the midst of such change, where does the
communicator fit? What are his rights, privileges
and responsibilities? How is he presently doing
his job and how can he do better? Let us first look
at the available potential and then see if communi-
cation research has some suggestions to offer.

Thanks to communication technology, media
practitioners and administrators of government de-
velopmental campaigns are now able to take new
concepts into the hitherto isolated villages faster
than if the villages continued to be dependent on
traditional and mainly oral channels of communi-
cation. Their messages may involve the use of a
new fertilizer or a new method of cultivation, the
need for vaccination or the need to restrict the size
of one's family. They may also involve the explana-
tion of what elections are all about. In this vast
"educa.tion" process an increasing amount of power
passes from the older wise men whose claim to
power was exclusive knowledge of the past and in-
to the hands of informed men who now command
knowledge of the outer world and of new ways of
doing things for the benefit of all. Such a process
gains momentum fairly fast and social change oc-
curs at increasingly rapid speed.

Such a process of change, however, needs very
often to perhaps be slowed down somewhat or di-
verted into specific channels in order to prevent
any unhealthy developments. One of the essential
ingredients in bringing about a smooth changeover
is again communication. Accurate information pro-
vided by trustworthy communicators and through
credible channels becomes imperative. The role
of the communication practitioner and the adminis-
trator of. communication campaigns, therefore, be-
comes extremely important.

For, among the things that mass communica-
tion can do are some inbuilt dangers. These have
been usually summed up in the phrase "revolution
of rising expectations". While it is true that the
phrase refers especially to the economic aspects



of social change, it nevertheless covers other
changes as well. For example, while initial com-
munication can "sell" a new fertilizer or a new
contraceptive device, those who adopt such new
practices may be disappointed as a result of over-
enthusiasm. Such disappointment can percolate
into a community through oral channels if the com-
munication networks are not geared to handle such
situations. Only accurate information can squelch
the repercussions of unhealthy rumour mongering.
The same thing is true in other areas of human be-
haviour which mass communication is capable of
affecting. These range all the way from entertain-
ment to selling a bar of soap and from providing
education to intervening in political campaigns,
from speculating on prices to discussing religion.
The opportunities for doing good or bad are literally
infinite. The vast networks in mass communica-
tion which have been built in such countries and
which themselves are picking up increasing, speed
in the whole process of change are also becoming
complex. The average person is overwhelmedby
such Complexity, because often he is not in a posi-
tion to fully grasp the mechanics of bringing out
the daily newspaper or a television programme or
a feature film or even a book.

"GATEKEEPERS"

In this whole process of a c. ;- of information and
the transmission of knowledge communication prac-
titioners act as powerful gatekeepers of knowledge
and therefore even of change. More often than not
they a re perhaps even unaware of what they do or
do not do. They can withhold knowledge and they
can add to knowledge and they can also interpret
the available information. Therefore it is impor-
tant for such communicators to fully understand
their own role as well as their own strengths and
their own weaknesses. They should also be aware
of the strengths and weaknesses of the channels
which they control and operate and perhaps even
more important the audiences whom they are out
to serve, sometimes as mere transmitters, some-
times as watchdogs and sometimes as gods.

How does the communicator measure up to
his task, especially at the present time with re-
newed challenges facing him? Needless to say, it
is important that he should be conscious of his own
strengths and weaknesses and his own preconcep-
tions and needs. Only then can he either deliberately
attempt to become detached or be aware of his in-
tense involvement so that when he is dealing with
a vast audience, he knows what he is doing and per-
haps why.

Research has given us some indications of
where the communication practitioner stands in
this regard. Much of the research, of course,
has inevitably concentrated upon the oldest prac-
titioner of all - the newspaper journalist. However,
the "electronic journalist" and other communicators

will be able to recognize the similarities they may
have with their colleagues of the print medium. The
picture that has emerged out of studies focusingon
the communicator is not a pretty one, but it is not
a particularlyugly one either. We have already
been aware for some time of our own limitations,
even if we have not been able to admit this to our-
selves, let alone to others outside of the profession.

Essentially, we practitioners of mass commun-
ication have been caught between the past, the pres-
ent and the future. (In sociological terms this could
be translated into "traditional mores, persistent
folkways, and social change". But from now on we
shall desist from using the researcher's language
wherever possible.) The journalist has been the
captive of a traditional social, political and cultural
structure in his day-to-day work while at the same
time faced with sometimes revolutionary changes
taking place all around him, often in little doses but
occasionally in big doses as well. Most of the time
he has been a follower; occasionally he has been
able to lead but always poised to step back if the going
got too hard. Because generally to him journalism
has been his bread and butter and not, as in the case
of scholars and philosophers, an occasional leap in-
to the unknown. The journalist also has often had
to fight for his own rights and privileges, as a mem-
ber of society. Sometimes he has seen those rights
and freedom temporarily or permanently abrogated.
Sometimes traditional rates have been taken away
from him without new roles being provided and he
has had to fend for himself in the ensuing chaos.

A good example of this in the newly emerging
nations is the almost exclusively political orienta-
tion of the journalist. Today, for such a journalist,
the avenues are few, since he himself has not changed
amidst all the changes that have taken place around
him. The enemy (a colonial power) has withdrawn
or been expelled and unless he finds new enemies
to tackle, he is lost. He can now only fall back either
on straight reporting of fires, accidents or speeches
or criticise his own government and insist that all
governments are a journalist's "natural" enemy.
Therefore, in the new tasks of the new governments
he has not been able to find a niche - unless he moved
into the government himself. And many journalists
have done just that. And those who did so find them-
selves in a completely different role - that of public
relations men for governments or as practitioners
in media controlled and operated by governments.
The journalist who continued to work in newspapers
found that somehow the sharpness of his nib was
blunted, both because his own conscience would not
permit him to be as blatantly critical as he usedto
be and even if he could that there was some lack of
zeal and of appreciation. Partly as a result of the
journalist's own inability to change and partly be-
cause of the new governments' own needs, the vast
networks of communication utilized in the "construc-
tive" aspects of communication for national develop-
ment to bring about changes in society, began to be
developed and operated by the governments. This
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expansion of other media meant that the journalist
had to find his own place side by side with other
journalists and the situation became very confus-
ing. New roles were not defined and it could not
even be simplified into a dog-eat-dog basis. Only
time would sort out these roles, but meanwhile
there is a great deal of stress and professional
disorientation and disorganization.

Even in the developed countries, although there
have been no changes in governments (in the sense
in which this occurred in the newly emerging na-
tions) a vast expansion of media networks has taken
place, and governments have had to take up new
tasks, especially in the area of social welfare, in
ecology, etc. The relationship between the journalist
and the government has undergone some necessary
changes, but not always smoothly.

Unfortunately much of the research done on
the journalists comes from the more advanced
countries. However, it would seem that a great
deal of the conclusions perhaps apply universally.

The status of the journalist, for example, dif-
fers when viewed from his perspective and the per-
spective of his "public", that is society. There is
evidence to show that since social change has been
taking place and since the journalist has not been
able to keep up with that change, either because he
has not perceived it or because he is not willing to
change, he has not been able, generally speaking,,
to modify his perceptions. This has affected his
ability to communicate effectively. The implica-
tion of such a lack of change has had its necessary
repercussions on himself as well as on society.

"IMAGE" OF JOURNALIST

There is a considerable body of literature which
indicates that there are fairly distinct ways in which
a journalist begins to achieve an image of himself
and also how society has crystallized for itself an
image of the journalist. The factors which go into
the journalist's own assessment of himself are es-
sentially based on his own membership group which
is made up of news sources, the interaction with
his colleagues in the news room, his relationship
(or the lack of it) with higher status groups con-
sisting of editors, publishers and chief executives
of one kind or another. This process of socializa-
tion (or finding a comfortable niche for himself with-
in the small group of the news room and the larger
group outside of the news room), while 'bringing him
closer to some people, has created social distance
Letween himself, the news sources, the audience
and often his own editor and publisher.

Research, in fact, has shown that journalists
are unusually typical in their behaviour as a "pure"
group. Their behaviour is guided, consciously and
subconsciously, by traditional, ways of doing things
and by very strongly held beliefs and are subject to
a great deal of internal pressures, and penalties.
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A typical journalist group is small, intimate and
cohesive, much like a family. Therefore its ability
to shape him is very high. It has been shown that
newsmen identify with each other very closely and
refer to themselves in the plural as "we". They
also limit.their interaction with the outer world so
as to strengthen their own in-group feeling. It is
this last aspect that isolates the journalist a great
deal and makes him unusually dependent upon his
own group for psychological support as well as for
material rewards.

Within the newsroom itself, a slow process
of assimilation takes place of which the journalist
is generally unaware. Since he himself has the
strong urge to "belong" in his chosen group he de-
velops a style of writing and handling stories gene-
rally by just watching how others do it. He may
never be told what policy is, but he soon learns
what he should avoid, even though if in fact he did
not avoid, it he may not be taken to task at all.
Very often the policy of a newspaper, for example,
is not dictated by the publisher but is unwittingly
made by the ways in which stories are selected
and "played'? in the newsroom. Such selection and
play are themselves based on traditional practices
and the newsman's own "feelings" about his pub-
lisher or editor rather than by any specific instruc-
tions on what to play up and what to play down.

This subtle process of "socialization" has its
effects on the journalist himself. Studies have
shown, that journalists show a strong need to con-
trol their, environment, to avoid an open assump-
tion of power and develop a strong sense of depend-
ence. A newspaper is seen by them more as an
instrument of control than as a vehicle for inform-
ing others. One researcher concluded that: the
journalist is close to decisions without having to
make them; he is in the presence of celebrities
without having earned their companionship; and
he is perceived by readers and news sources as a
source of power whatever his real influence upon
the newspaper and upon the reader.

For most journalists, it.has been shown, the
act of news writing provides an opportunity to please
readers (perhaps their own colleagues) and gain
their admiration and perhaps affections. It also
gives them a sense of the power of words and the
opportunity to censure and to punish.

STRESS ON INFORMALITY

Some of these generalizations coming out of research
findings (which frequently surprised the researchers
themselves) of course do not apply to every single
journalist among journalists. However, the general
pattern which emerges should be recognizable,
whether it is in newspapers or in broadcasting sta-
tions, or in government information services. All
that research has shown is that the journalist is
as prone to the psychological and sociological
stresses of organizational and social norms as any



other member of a society or of a bureaucracy.
There is at least one difference, however, and
this is in detail. Whereas in formal bureaucratic
structures, personal relations are expected to be
kept at a reasonable level of formality, among
journalists the stress is more on informality. IL

is this that leads a journalist to treat his own col-
leagues much like members of his own family and
depend on their support at the slightest sign of any
external threat to himself or to any other member
of his family.

There are obviously exceptions among news-
rooms. Further research is called for to identify
and isolate more of these individual factors such
as differences in organizational structures, in cul-
tural and traditional norms, etc. Until that is done,
however, it might be useful for journalists to keep'
the conclusions of present research in mind and
look at themselves and their own roles at least a
little critically.

One would like to be careful in making gene-
ralizations about newsmen and the uncomplimen-
tary picture of them which emerges from research.
However, there is indication, backed by systema-
tic study, that journalists are leaving newspaper
work because they perceive a lack of future in the
field an d because of their low prestige, poor leader-
ship and comparatively low pay. There is a gene-
ral dissatisfaction with opportunities for self-
expression and for service to society. What is
disturbing, says one researcher (Edelstein) is that
those who are leaving are undoubtedly the most
able, the most intelligent and the most mature
psychologically.

Some of the frustrations which lead to such
dissatisfaction have been identified and these are
directly related to the newsman's day- to- daywork.
One researcher, after following reporters around
their beats and interviewing them at the end of the
day concluded that the reporters relied heavily up-
on "formula writing" and "formula news judgements".
This meant that they relied upon writing technique
as one way of avoiding the demands placed upon
them by news sources, by editors and by readers.
Although, by so doings they avoided criticism they
got no self-satisfaction, nor didthey feel that they
had done a particularly praiseworthy job in the ser-
vices of their own community. There was no sense
of involvement, but only a "studied state of detach-
ment". The journalist had no sense of being cou-
rageous, only safe.

Some of these characteristics of journalists
which show up in their routine work, obviouslyaf-
fect the end product, in this case, the newspaper.
Studies have shown that the tendency is for one
newspaper to look like another, the other being,
in a way, the object which is being emulated.
Usually a smaller newspaper or a newer one tries
to emulate a bigger and more established one.
Where a cluster of newspapers exists int a single
city, the tendency is to try and guess at what the

other newspaper might do with a story, or a photo-
graph. On such a guess often depends the final
play.that a story gets. Because of the in-group
temperament of journalists to which we have al-
ready alluded, these guesses work fairly well.
When they do not the editor might take his staff
to task because he too looks at the other paper be-
fore deciding the "goodness" or "badness" of his
own paper on that given day - another of the un-
seen forces towards conformity.

LEADERS AND FOLLOWERS

In the sociologist's way of looking at things what
this means is that newspapers have their own
"leaders" and "influentials" and just like people
one newspaper tends to imitate another. It should
perhaps be stressed again that no one is suggest-
ing that all newspapers end up being equal. They
cannot. There are leaders and there are followers.
But the tendency of the average is to attempt to
emulate the above average and this leads to un-
conscious (and often conscious) conformity. Add
to this a journalist's desire for individuality and
the resulting stress can often be quite intense.

Perhaps a journalist who wants to be individ-
ualistic can make a greater effort at identifying
the points where forces of conformity seem to im-
pinge upon him. He may try and create occasions
when he can talk to his editor or publisher and sell
an idea. Such efforts are usually not made; when
they are, the chances are that a fresh, idea will be
received well. But if the journalist wants, to play
safe, he will continue to be an average member
of an average community.

Another question which has occurred to re-
searchers is whether a reporter's "anticipation"
of reactions to his story influences his reporting
or his writing? These reactions may be from his
news sources or from his readers. Naturally,
most reporters would deny such a possibility.
However, studies do indicate that there are such
influences at work. One of the main factors is,
of course, the anticipated social contact with the
source. Another is the status of the source.

On the other side of the coin, reactions of
sources to reporters have also been investigated.
It was found, in one study that physicians rated
reporters relatively low in accuracy, in true per-
ception of readers' needs and in the completeness
of reporting. But the same physicians rated them
high on craft-defined standards of human interest
and timeliness. However, in this study the news-
men perceived themselves differently. They iden-
tified themselves with a "higher" group. In other
words, the interesting conclusion was that the re-
porters rated themselves much more like physi-
cians than physicians rated reporters like them-
selves. The physician, on account of the reporter's
story, feared a reduction in his sown status and
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values as viewed by other physicians. But the re-
porter viewed his story as leading to an increase
in his own status in the news room and among his
readers.

Studies done on other aspects of the relation-
ship between news sources and newsmen indicate
that generally reporters are rated quite high on
their accuracy, but only in so far as craft skills
such as spelling, addresses, etc. , are concerned
but not in the meaning and values as expressed by
the sources.

INSTRUMENTAL ROLE

The dangers inherent in such a complicated news
source-reporter relationship have been expressed
by sonic researchers who find that the relationships
seem to be based more on socialfactors than on the
intellectual. Often the journalist is given access
to a higher socio- economic group and to an informal
power structure "as a quid pro quo for his contri-
butions to a formal structure". One of the reasons
for this is of course that unlike in the past when a
government on the one hand and the mass media on
the other, were expected to be two different things
(before The Fourth Estate concept), each viewing
the other with some amount of suspicion and jealousy,
today the changes that have taken place because of
the development of mass communication and of
government, have forced a different kind of rela-
tionship. Governments want to be informed, at
least in the more highly developed countries, about
the public before taking or announcing governmen-
tal actions and decisions. Therefore the instru-
mental role of mass communication has been recog-
nized and the mass media are often used as a tool
of governments. This certainly leads to conflicts.
It is a game at which two play. Both realize that
there are advantages and there are disadvantages.
If the game is played according to rule (and un-
fortunately there are no rules) both may stand to
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gain and as servants of society they may serve their
own needs as well as society's better.

At least in sonic of the developing countries,
without losing their "freedom" it has been possi-
ble for the media to work closely with governments
in their efforts at bringing about social change and
modernization. If by their ideological convictions
the media, especially the newspapers, do not per-
form this partnership role effectively they auto-
matically surrender the constructive aspects of
their work as social institutions to governments.
In such countries neither the governments nor the
press can afford the luxury of internal bickering
and of false professional pride or of power. Ad-
mittedly, the lines are hard to draw. They can
only be drawn on the basis of the characteristics
of a given situation and on the basis of a mutual
recognition that each needs the other and that both
are there for the higher purpose of serving society.

As James Reston has said, "The responsible
government official and the responsible reporter ...
are not really in conflict ninety per cent of the time.
When they do their best work, they are allies with
one another... Clever officials cannot "manipu-
late" reporters, and clever reporters cannot really
"beat'' the government. From both sides, they
have more to gain by co- operating with one another
than by regarding one another as "the Enemy".

(In this section, we have confined our discus-
sion to research on the communicator. Unfortu-
nately, it is very limited - and almost exclusively
on the newspaper journalist. For other aspects of
the role of the communicator in the total process
of information flow, especially regarding source
credibility, the "gatekeeper" role, etc. , the
reader's attention is drawn especially to the chap-
ters on the process of communication and on the
effectsof communication. In fact all the chapters
deal with the communicator because after all, the
discussion is about the practice of mass communi-
cation and it is the practitioner who practices it.)



CHAPTER IV

THE MEDIA AND THEIR AUDIENCES

The purpose of all communication is to reach an
audience. In the case of the mass media these au-
diences, as we have seen, are usually large, het-
erogeneous and anonymous. The communicator
does not really "know" them. At best he may have
a hazy idea. He has a very little direct knowledge
of either those who receive his messages or those
who do not - in other words, his actual audience
and his potential audience.

It should be safe to a.3sume that every serious
practitioner of mass communication would like (as
Arthur Christiansen said he would) to know whom
he is reaching and whom he is not. If he is reach-
ing some people', what do they think of his presen-
tations, how do they react, is he changing their at-
titudes, beliefs and perhaps, behaviour? If he is
not reaching some people, why not? Is there any-
thing he can do?

Research has some answers, largely tentative
perhaps, but nevertheless worthwhile for practi-
tioners to keep in mind. While most research, in
the earlier stages, was essentially concerned with
numbers (of those receiving the various media),
lately the study of audiences has become extremely
sophisticated. It has begun to classify audiences
according to many demographical characteristics
such as age, education, sex, income level, etc. ,

and has begun to go deeper into the socio-psycholog-
ical factors involved in peoples' attentiveness (or
non-attentiveness) to the media, the special charac-
teristias of specific groups within the larger audi-
ence, etc.

In this chapter, we have combined media and
audiences for discussion together, because it would
be difficult and unnatural to separate them. As we
have said, the two are closely linked in a compli-
cated relationship.

Generally, the word audience refers only to
those who attend to a given medium or message.
But since the practitioner would also like to know
about those who do not receive him, let us try and
discuss the media and their audiences in both these
senses.

"OBSTINATE" AUDIENCE

For a long time it was widely assumed, not only
by media practitioners or by laymen, but even by
social scientists that if a message could be placed
in the mass media, it would have great effect in
influencing the audience. It was also assumed
that the information contained in the mass media
was carried directly to the audience. Continuing
research has disproved both these assumptions,
at least to the extent that such sweeping generali-
zations were totally erroneous.

The first set of these findings showed that the
audience, by and large is "obstinate" - a term
coined by Raymond A. Bauer and used extensively
by scholars since. The second set of findings has
shown that a considerable amount of the messages
carried by the media in fact reaches an audience
only indirectly, that is through other people - orally.
Of course in this process of transmission there is
scope for a. great deal of distortion. The nature
of the process of distortion is being studied care-
fully, but we shall not discuss it here. The im-
portant thing to remember is that, as Wilbur
Schramm has said, the old "bullet theory", al-
though laid to rest by researchers, is still mak-.
ing the rounds among media practitioners and their
audiences. Many of them continue to believe that
the audience is passive and that communication
messages are directly shot at them.

Once it is recognized that the audiences are
not passive and it is they in fact who reach out to
the media of their choice, a very much different
picture emerges. Briefly, it is that in this rela-
tionship between the media and its audiences, each
is affected by the other. The media become objects
for sale and the audiences are the buyers out to
be wooed, but making up their own minds, guided
by their own needs and directed by their own atti-
tudes to reach out for the articles (and programmes)
which interest them most.

It has also been shown that information then
flows by word of mouth through social channels
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and reaches even those people who had not reached
out for any of the media in the first place.

These two major findings must make a great
deal of difference to how the practitioner approaches
his task. If he wants to reach a wide audience,
does he project his message at the level of the com-
mon denominator or does he aim it only at those
people who will expose themselves to the media in
the first place and then hopefully pass it along to
others? If indeed the practitioner does decide to
aim his message at an elite audience only so as to
reach them directly, what assurance does he have
that his message will indeed disperse itself auto-
matically within the wider society? If he gives a
little thought to the mechanics of such a process,
he will soon realize that a great deal must depend
on the nature of the subject matter. Has the sub-
ject direct relevance to the daily life of an ordiriary
person; is the topic so specialized that only a few
would be interested or can comprehend; is it an
item of news which fits into the "frame of refer-
ence" of the average person and therefore compre-
hensible to him or is it a feature which would appeal
only to a specific section of an audience such as
women or children or youth? He may also ask
himself whether he can more or less accurately
predict the type of person who would be the car-
rier of his'message once he or she has been reached
by

"OPINION LEADERS"

A series of studies have shown that for each type
of subject matter, such as politics, human interests,
society news, sports, movie reviews, etc. , there
is a certain type of reader who usually makes it
his or her business to be informed and then to pass
on such knowledge among the groups that he or she
mixes with. Such people then become the "opinion
leaders" in that group for that particular subject.
The opinion leader or influential who may be regarded
as a trustworthy source when it comes time to vote
is not necessarily given that privilege on a free
evening when his friends decide to go to the movies.
Here someone else's opinion may be valued. The
same is true for other facets of human behaviour
such as farming or religion or marketing. It is
obvious then that each of these persons may also
belong to a completely different socio-economic,
age and educational level. Therefore, the style
of presentation, andin the case of broadcast media,
the timing must vary. Surely a farmer who may
be the opinion leader in his own community as far
as farming practices are concerned can be reached
by a language and at a time which are far different
from the manner in which a political leader may
be reached or, for that matter, a movie fan, the
last of whom, at least one study has shown, is pro-
bably a teenage girl.

One of the difficulties of mediapractitioners,
it seems, is that many of them have only been
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trained (if at all) or have the ability to write or pro-
ject themselves in only one style, a style which is
corn mon to themselves an cl their peers. Apart
from the danger of not reaching a preferred audi-
ence at all, there are alsO the twin dangers of either
insulting the intelligence of the target group by
over-simplifying or that of going over their heads
by being too erudite for that particular audience.
Needless to say, a clearer understanding of the.
levels and interests of sub-groups within an audi-
ence must enable the communication practioner to
do a more effective job. A great deal of research
has been done to identify opinion leaders and
entials in given cultures and given communities.
Of course cultures and communities vary. if spe-
cific studies have been done in a communication
practitioner's own community, a knowledge of such
studies would be most useful. If such studies have
not been done, the practitioner has only two alter-
natives: either to get such studies done if he can or
to arm himself with a deep understanding of the so-
cial patterns in his own community - community
meaning not his peer group, but the vast world out-
side, consisting of his present and potential audi-
ences.

It is also worth noting that there are differences
among the "influentials" and "opinion leaders'? in
so far as their exposure to the media are concerned.
In other words whilst some influentials are avid
readers of newspaper, others spend more time
listening to the radio or watching television or
going to the movies. This knowledge is perhaps
more useful to the administrator of mass communi-
cation campaigns rather than to the individual com-
munication practitioner. Because, generally speak-
ing, all the media would like to obtain as wide an
audience as possible. The exceptions are the spe-
cialized publications and programmes. The admin-
istrator, however, will have to make decisions on
allocations of limited resources to the dissemination
of messages through various media. Leaving aside
political or other considerations, from a purely
professional and administrative point of view he
will no doubt wish to know which of the media are
more likely to reach the specific segments of the
society in which a communication campaign is being
mounted. Research is replete with examples of
money wasted, whether it is on printing posters or
on making expensive documentaries and even on
buying space in newspapers.

Unfortunately such data on media use, in coun-
tries where it is most necessary, is not always
readily available. In many countries, little attempt
has been made to gather such data. But for the pur-
pose of this discussion, merely to see how signifi-
cant such differences can be to media practitioners
as well as administrators of mass communication
campaigns, we may look at some examples from
some of the highly advanced countries.



MEDIA USE

Until a child learns to read, it has been found that
the electronic media are dominant. After this the
vse of the printed media increases rapidly. As
the child grows up, its media use is influenced
greatly by the patterns of mediaused in the family.
This is not only because the child cannot obviously
use a medium which does not exist at home but al-
so because the child is imitating the older members
of the family. However, as he grows older he is
influenced by the pattern of behaviour of his friends
and school mates. Later, as he gets into higher
classes in school he makes less use of the media
and he begins to get more selective, because he
is busier with homework and social activities. His
selectivity may lead him away from the purely enter-
tainment content of the media.

Among adults, television and newspapers rate
high. Magazines come next, then movies and then
books. The data on radio listening is somewhat
sketchy.

Newspaper reading, in the United States, seems
to rise to a peak in the 1940's and fall off slightly
in later years. Magazine and book reading also
seems to decline gradually in later years. It has
also been found that people over 60 are active users
of the mass media especiallytelevision, apparently
because of their lessening social activity and par-
ticipation in work groups.

Here are a few more broad generalizations,
based on research findings:

1. Selection of serious and informative material
rises with age and education;

2. Use of the print media also increases with
education;

3. As the responsibilities of a person become
heavier and the time he can devote to the media
gets to be less, the more he turns to the printed
media for informational material, especially to-
wards the newspaper which is the most easily avail-
able. He also turns towards the more serious parts
of the audio-visual media;

4. The entertainment parts of the media, how-
ever, do not undergo such changes. Most people
continue to expose themselves to the audio-visual
media for entertainment throughout their life span.
But, as for the informational content, the bulk of
the audience consists of people who are highly edu-
cated and who bear relatively heavy responsibilities
in their daily work.

IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

At this point in our discussion it may be useful to
take a closer look at the communication patterns
in the developing countries, although as I've al-
ready indicated, the research evidence is relatively
less. However, the experienced practitioner and
administrator will be ableto recognize the factors
they will have to take into consideration in their

own day-to- clay work within their own communities.
1. However underdeveloped the mass communi-

cation networks may be in the developing countries,
as compared to the more advanced countries, there
are channels through which information can be car-
ried to the rural population;

2. Considerable information is flowing through
the presently available channels but full practical
use is not being made of these channels for lack of
adequate knowledge of them on the part of the prac-
titioner and administrator;

3. There is considerable awareness of new
practices and innovations but these arc not being
adopted owing to the lack of sustained and well di-
rected information campaigns through the media
as well as through interpersonal channels of com-
munication;

4. What this means is that if communication is
less effective than it can be, it is not so much be-
cause ()flack of channels (although this can certainly
be improved as well) but because of the lack of ef-.
fective use of them;

5. One of the more important findings is that
while channels for the flow of information from
metropolitan centres to the rural, communities is
fairly high, as also the flow of directives from
the higher to the lower units in the governmental
and bureaucratic hierarchies, such information
flow is lacking in the other direction. Therefore
there is not only lack of feedback, but also a lack
of fundamental knowledge of the needs and aspira-
tions of the lower echelons. It is not only the ad-
ministrator that can make more effective use of
mass communication through such knowledge, but
also the media practitioners themselves.

6. Most of the media practitioners belong to
elite, city-oriented group. The efforts on their,
part to appreciate the social and cultural milieu
in which the vast majority of their potential audi-
ences live has been very limited. Therefore their
effectiveness remains limited - even as the size
of their audiences;

7. While the mass media directly reach only a
relatively small number of people in the villages
(the radio is not doing too badly) the traditional
media (mostly involving face-to-face communica-
tion) are disseminating all significant information
on a fairly wide scale. News of important events,
reaching the elite through the mass media, is re-
layed through the traditional channels fairly rapidly
and adequately. But persuasive communication on
developmental aspects has not been very success-
ful. In other words, there is a distinct difference
between communication of news of major import-
ance and communication of knowledge and informa-
tion relevant to behavioural change in such im-
portant Subjects as health, education, familyplan-
ning, community development, etc.

From the point of view of the practitioner and
the administrator, what are some of the implica-
tions of such research conclusions? One is that in the
context of rural development, mass communication
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should aim at not only the transmission of informa-
tion but should also attempt to arouse interest so
that people are encouraged to experiment with new
ideas and new innovations; that to be able to do this
practitioners and administrators should make ef-
forts to understand the needs and interests of the
villagers; that once that is done the style and con-
tent of presentations should be matched with the
needs, the interests and abilities of the villagers;
that the practitioner and administrator must have
a more complete knowledge of the communidlion
networks in the villages, especially the role the
influentials and the information carriers and o do
this they should encourage their field workerE(cor-
respondents and extension workers) to sul;mit
periodic reports on what they hear and what they
see; that messages should then be tailored tothese
patterns.

In some ways this will mean that the copy-
writers, the announcers, the sub- editors, the film-
makers should relearn some of their techniques
and this can only be done through training courses
taught by not only "specialists" who base theirlec-
tures on textbooks or on their own limited (not in
years but in exposure to field conditions) experience
but also by field workers, correspondents, and re-
searchers who have actually lived and worked in
these communities.

LEVEL OF PRESENTATION

This also means that newspapers, broadcasting
stations and film units must make efforts at "lower-
ing" the level of their presentations which are now
largely aimed for a "high class" audience in a "high
class" style. They must also recognize that, in the
final analysis, if they are to do a professional job
as professional communicators, they will be judged
not by their ability to communicate with their own
peers (which comes easily and naturally) but with
the less fortunate groups whose interests may be
different, whose levels of understanding may be
lower, but whose needs are far greater. Such a
change among the practitioners and administrators
is only possible if everyone in the communicator's
hierarchy appreciates the need for such change. A
sub-editor cannot make this change if he is afraid
that a news-editor will take him to task for not
writing a "smart" or a "bright" headline; a poster
designer cannot effectively bring about such a change
if the head of the publicity unit refuses to be satis-
fied with anything but a modernistic, sophisticated
design, etc. The news-editor and the director of
publicity will have to appreciate the needs of com-
munication perhaps even more than the sub-editor
and the poster designer. Perhaps both can take
advantage of the researcher and the evaluator and
their experiences in the field. An administrator
will also like to have greater information on the
relative effectiveness of the media - i, e, whether
for a given audience radio is more effective than
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film or vice versa, While research does not
as yet have a great deal to offer in this regard, it
.nevertheless has some but we shall deal with this
in a later section. It may, however, be worth not-
ing that in 'any large communication campaign a
certain initial investment in research can pay high
dividends. Whatever general guidelines there may
be coming from research done elsewhere, may not
hold -true for the specific community which the ad-
ministrator is out to serve - or to convince.

PURPOSIVE COMMUNICATION

Most communication can be considered to be pur-
posive, although very often a communicator might
insist that all he is doing is passing on information
about some event or a person in public life or even
perhaps dealing with a subject in feature style to
merely clarify or expand. From his point of view
he may be correct but the audience can often read
some moral into a story. This is very much simi-
lar to a social situation where a person may pass
on a piece of news with no conscious ulterior motive.
However, another person in the group will remember
something connected to that item of news and soon a
discussion might ensue. In the discussion opinions
will be expressed and perhaps an argument will soon
replace an exchange of snippets.

In the mass communication situation, whether
a person is exposing himself to an item of news or
information, some "internal" discussion takes place
within himself as long as the news is of immediate
interest to him. An example of this might be a news
item regarding the latest evidence of a relationship
between cigarette smoking and cancer. The impli-
cations are clear, even if the news item itself can
be described by the communicator as straight re-
porting. An item regarding a price increase may
trigger general thoughts and feelings about inflation,
the present government's policies and a whole host
of attitudes may be activated. To that extent there-
fore most communication content can have unpredic-
table repercussions.

For the purposes of this discussion let us, how-
ever, deal with those items which the communicator
consciously places within the network of communi-
cations to motivate and eventually bring about a
possible change in behaviour which he considers
necessary or beneficial.

The communicator here must start with a very
clear idea of the ultimate goal and work his way
backwards through the commitment or involvement
that he desires, the kind of motivation he believes
would bring about such a commitment, the type of
information which he feels ie-necessary to activate
such a motivation and finally the specific segment
of the audience which he wishes to reach with that
information. Once he has charted such a course
mentally he is in a far better position to begin an
effective process of communication. He may still
fail, but at least he has brought a professional



approach to his work. His style of presentation
would now be guided by his knowledge of the intel-
lectual level of his target audience; his content will
be based upon the issues and the arguments which
he feels would motivate that auriLence to reach a
certain commitment and then hopefully his ultimate
goal will be reached.

To take our earlier example of smoking and
cancer, if the communicator feels that he would
like to write to a middle-aged auzlience, obviously
his style of presentation and arguments would dif-
fer from another occasion when be might want to
pitch his message to teenagers or to housewives
or to cigarette manufacturers. It would be clear
then that it may be better to reach specific audi-
ences at specific times rather tha.n dilute the mes-
sage by combining all these segments of the audi-
ence and attempt to reach all of them with one long
presentation. This will hold true for all media
generally, although there may be specific cases
when a general message may be equally effective.
An example of this would be a short film shown
prior to a family feature film. In such a case the
communicator may expect certain internal pres-
sures to work on various members of a family; for
example, a child asking its father to stop smoking
(and this can be an effective pressure indeed) or a
family may discuss the whole issue when they go
home and take a joint decision.

But if a film on a new fertilizer is shown un-
der similar circumstances to a city audience the
effects will perhaps be negligible. The wastage
here can be enormous. With some prior planning
based on such "commonsense" thinking on the part
of an administrator, a great deal of such wastage
can be avoided. Perhaps there is no specific re-
search to back such thinking. It would be worth-
while to get it done - even if it merely confirms a
hunch. A great deal of research has done just that.
On the other hand, a great deal of research has al-
so disproved the rightness of "commonsense" de-
cisions.

SOURCE CREDIBILITY

From the point of view of the audience, the prac-
titioner and the administrator will also have to
think of another extremely important factor - that
of source credibility. This depends very much
again on the characteristics of a given audience.

To take our example of the film on fertilizer,
the producer will perhaps ask himself if he should
interview somebody. But should this be an "export"
or a simple farmer who has tried the fertilizer
himself. What kind of a farmer? Somebody with
whom his audience can identify itself or a leader
whom they particularly respect. But then if this
leader is a big farmer, will the audience, composed
of small farmers, reject the fertilizer as some-
thing which only" big people'? can afford? Audiences
can be unpredictable - until we find out why they

react one way or another. Only then can we avoid
costly mistakes.

Thirty years ago there was a classic example
of such a mistake (fortunately avoided in time) in
a film vt.tich was made as part of an anti-malaria
campaign in a .developing country. A good propor-
tion of Lae film was devoted to the identification of
the infection carrying mosquito, a still of which
was blown up to fill the screen. The audience's
reaction was one of complete unconcern. When
they were questioned in depth they responded by
saying that they had no such problem and what-
ever mosquitoes they had were much smaller ones !
Very often it is not possible for a communicator,
however professionally competent, to remove him-
self completely from his own milieu and put him-
self in the place of a typical member of the audience
he is attempting to reach. Often the only way is
to bring that typical member into his studios or to
go out into that audience with his prototype before
producing that product on a big scale. This is
known as "pre-testing".

NATURE OF APPEAL

The purposive communicator will also ask himself
what kind of an "appeal" will work with his audience.
His first concern may be, for example, whether
he should appeal to a parent as a parent or as a
member of a responsible citizenry; he may then
ask himself whether he should use a fear appeal
and if so at what intensity. For it has been shown
that with certain kinds of audiences a highly intense
fear appeal is less effective than a medium-level
appeal. We shall have more to say about this in
a later section.

At this point of the state of knowledge, no re-
searcher will give clear cut answers to many of
these questions. But the point that is being made
is that a certain thinking is imperative in the prac-
tice of communication. This step-by-step approach
is what the researcher is trained to take and it is
the kind of approach that many untrained practi-
tioners follow almost intuitively. But for every
such a practitioner there are perhaps a hundred
others who do not. And professional training does
not always include such discussions, merely be-
cause the top level practitioners who instinctively
are able to plan their communication neither have
the time nor often the ability to train younger prac-
titioners in this fashion.

Many of us have no doubt seen highly avant
garde presentations of films, whose content is ob-
viously meant for a lay audience. One example
which comes immediately to mind is a Marcel
Marceau-type pantomime film aimed at the illit-
erate and semi-literate rural population of a de-
veloping country! The obvious question which
would occur to a professional administrator is
whether this film was pre-tested before hutireds
of copies were made for simultaneous showingall
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over the c-,'Jotim- If the pre-test had shown a
lack ()_ trcticrn or worse, a negative reaction,
it woull:.; obvio uIy have been better to scrap the
particui: of work tan compound an error
manyfo.

One ..':ianetc;.iliy see oo.N7..' in every medium the
tool of -.-:te,s--=.g can J.D. adopted. If a news-
paper, '2Ur..-7e-._a-rrule, wries to start a new fea-
ture or 00::i,irytn., or e., ...IL:attempt to restructure
the whole parerrL'it De worthwhile getting the
reactions of aiit-all segre--t of its typical audience.
Many successfulTrecent;p=raluctions and publications
began tha:- many ,_%-:..,Dr.re have failed because
they did nat Or3 so.

WHY THE 17.T.T,TTY:LA

The develtapzn, Lint of mass society and of higher
rates of ur'lanization have brought with them cer-
tain changes in the organization and content of the
mass merlin. Perhaps a fuller discussion of this
development from the point of view of the audience
will give us a clearer picture of what it is that the
reader or viewer expects from the media to which
he exposes himself.

One of the important effects of the chang:s
that have taken place in society has been called
"democratization" of the content of the media.
Newspapers, magazines and books once addressed
themselves only to a small circle of education and
well-to-do readerS. (In some of the developing
countries this is unfortunately still true to a les-
ser or greater degree. ) But as the base of politi-
cal power, economic well-being and education ex-
panded, the audience, or the potential audience for
the media also spread from the elite to the popula-
tion at large. The printed media began to gear
their contents to the tastes of this wider audience
and also reduce their prices. In most parts of the
world, movies, radio and television arrived only
after the dernocraLic movement had already taken
place. ThereP...re they appealed to a mass audi-
ence from the start. To a large extent the tastes
and interests of that wide audience determined the
content of the media.

Needless to say, technological development as-
sisted the media in making it possible for them to
produce their product in vast numbers and to dis-
tribute them over, large areas. But, of course,
such large operations needed large investments.
Among the major sources for such investments
have been subsidies by governments, political
parties, labour, industry, etc.; advertising; and
the customer who generally pays not merely the
cost of production but also an additional amount to
give the owner a profit. There remain, however,
media units which do not make a profit but are sup-
ported for other reasons by one or more of the in-
terested groups already mentioned. But the fact
remainst b rwhateverreason;..economic, polit-
ical or-:ate* Tither, tite customer had to be wooed
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and therefore his needs and interests had to be ta-
ken into account.

.";hat are some of these needs and interests?
The (.nommon belief that people read newspapers to
be inlormed, or watch television for entertainment
or.! .rarf to the movies for relaxation, turns out to be
over,- :simplification. While it is true that people
read to become informed, they do so for different
reasons: some to be in contact with their society
and their environment, some to escape boredom,
some to achieve prestige and some to find reassur-
ance for their behaviour and to adjust to their 81es
in society.

Studies done during newspaper strikes in New
York., for example, came up with some interesting
conclusions; the newspaper. plays several roles.

VARIED NEEDS

To some readers it is important in its traditional
role as a source of information and ideas about
serinus public affairs. Other readers are apparently
less interested in the content itself than in the use
to which they put it - which is essentially to bolster
their own ego by appearing informed in conversations
with other people. In other words it is a source of
social prestige. Some readers find it an indispen-
sible tool in the routine of daily living, as for ex-
ample, advertisements for local stores, radio,
television and movie schedules, stock market re-
ports, weather forecasts, fashion tips, etc.
Readers also use the newspaper for social contact
because it enables them to keep up with the latest
gossip and social events; to keep in touch with one's
neighbours as it were. At least one reader remarked
that the newspaper "makes up for the lack of know-
ing people". For some it is an escape from their
every day world, from the cares, problems and
boredom of daily routine into a world where things
are happening. The newspaper becomes a "socially
acceptable form of escape". One researcher con-
cluded that it is a source of security in an insecure
world and that reading the newspaper has become
for many people a "ritualistic or near-compulsive
act".

Mast of the regular readers, during the strikes,
turned to radio as their chief source of news and to
television as a poor second but they could not really
take the place of the daily paper. It had become a'
habit, and even though their daily routine was scarcely
disturbed bythe lack of newspapers they did express
"a distinct feeling of loss".

From such research the newspaperman can get
an idea of what it is that is expected from him and
even more important a sense of his own importance
to society. Obviously, it is not enough if he keeps
his public informed about the latest events. Such
hard news and serious public issues form, only one
part of his expected role. He and his medium are
exPected to do a great deal more. Amongrthe more
iimortant tasks are to provide his_ audience that



contact which theyneed with their environment in
their day-to- day chores, in their constant need
for reassurance and to enable them to adjust to
their roles in society.

LEADERSHIP ROLE

The lesson is therefore fairly clear that in a chang-
ing society the public expects newspapermen to pro-
vide not only guidance but also leadership of a con-
structive kind. In the developing countries this is
apparently an even more important role than in the
more advanced countries. A whole host of subjects
are new to a vast majority of the population in these
countries, whether it is vaccination or schooling
or family planning or inflation or ecology. If the
newspapers are unable to perform these functions,
the pubic will necessarily have to look elsewhere,
perhaps to other media, perhaps to the vast net-
work of government information services attached
to the various ministries concerned, perhaps to
political and social leaders at various levels and
even perhaps to members of their own small ill-
informed communities. If newspapers allow them-
selves to be left behind, they will be left behind.
This, if and when it occurs, will be bad not only
for newspapers and newspapermen, but also for
society.

But what about the other media? What do people
expect from them? There is no comparable re-
search' as in the case of newspaper strikes. But
other kinds of research have been done and there
are some answers. The broadcast media afford
social contact, advice in daily living, escape from
boredom, etc. They also provide information, but
information does not rate high. Those who do ex-
pose themselves to news programmes, for example,
do so essentially because they get i-, sooner than
the newspaper but it is the newspaper they look for-
ward to the following morning to read "all" about
it! But apart from the informational content (and
we are now talking only of public programmes and
not specialized educational broadcasts) there are
many psychological and sociological satisfactions
which the public derives from broadcasting as from
movies. It has been found, for example, that dramas
and serials provide women listeners and viewers with
a source of emotional release. They give them an
opportunity to "cry over the misfortune of others,
or to share in their trials, to compensate them for
their own troubles, or to magnify their own pro-
blems by identifying them with those of the heroes
and heroines''. Also, by identifying themselves
with the fictional characters, they can compensate
for their own inadequacies and failures. For many
women such programmes are also a source of ad-
vice on meeting life's problems and on proper ways
of behaviour. They are also assisted in social re-
lationships - getting along with other people, hand-
ling husbands, rearing children, etc. They learn
how to meet the threats of a hostile world or to

adjust to :T~.. tragedies as a death in the family.
They learn hr r to react when trouble comes. Some
listeners arJE viewers consider the programmes so
valuable that _hey sometimes refer friends seeking
advice to specific programmes.

THE "WESTERN"

An example Lf a similar finding with regard to the
popularity of the "Western" among men which has
been over-simplified as mere "escape entertain-
ment", is that the hero's single-handed ability to
solve problems justly and quickly, helps to allay
the frustrations that the viewer feels as an impotent
individualin a complex and threatening society. It
gives him a sense of security by portraying the world
in which the wicked are punished and justice triumphs.
Women find the Western pictures them as sharing
the decisions and hardships necessary to creating
a good society. This satisfies their craving for in-
dependence and in today's phraseology, perhaps for
"liberation".

It is possible to question this sort of help that
"escape entertainment" provides. It is tempting
to say that wishful thinking and projecting blame to
others are not the formulas that one should apply
to solve one's problem. But obviously large num-
bers of people find that it helps. For the practi-
tioner, however, there are other lessons to be
learnt. If such programmes are attention-getting,
he can obviously weave a message into an attractive
story. Far too often the publiC is expected to sit
through a direct talk or a straight forward presen-
tation on topics which are supposed to help them in
their day-to-day tasks; to provide them with advice
on handling problems, etc. More often than not such
programmes have very low "ratings" (the number
of people watching or listening).

It should be possible for example, in develop-
ing countries to bring in constructive forms of ad-
vice and suggestions by weaving them into such
"escape entertainment". Admittedly such pro-
grammes are more difficult to make for it takes
not only professional skill but also a creative ability.
Moreover, administrators who often sponsor and
finance such productions in the developing countries
are themselves unaware of the need for such subtle
and sometimes "sub- liminal" appeals and therefore
reject such productions and such producers out of
hand. They look upon their audiences as the "stupid,
illiterate masses" who should be told about what's
good, for them. They tend to forget, that in the final
analysis, it is the audience which decides whether
to turn that knob on the radio or television set off
or on and whether they will pay their admission fee
to a movie house and enter it in time to watch the
"shorts" that precede it; and if they do, whether
they will bring themselves to be psychologically at-
tentive:

One researcher found that community radio sets
in one of the developing countries, while being heard
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were not listened to. Irt is this distinction that
separates the good production from the bad.

MEDIA CHARACTERISTICS

At this time, it may be useful to look into the spe-
cific advantages and disadvantages that different
media have within the total communication system.
Obviously each of the media has certain unique
qualities which it can use for its own benefit and
therefore for the benefit of its audience and to
society at large.

It seems only necessary to go into this question
briefly, because the special characteristics of
each of the media are fairly well known. However,
a knowledge of the differences is useful so that
practitioners in one of them could avoid the temp-
tation of doing what another is equippedto do better.

It must be pointed out that the advantages attri-
buted to the various media are not often supported
by objective data. They represent some amount
of deduction from observation and some amount
of careful thinking on the part of social scientists.
It can perhaps even be argued that the following
statements seems so patently valid that they do
not need objective demonstration.

Print

The advantages of the print media are the following:
(a) Unlike radio, television and film, which pre-

sent their material at a set pace, the printed media
(newspapers, magazines and books) allow the redder
to set his own pace based on his abilities and
interests. He can quickly scan or skip columns
or pages as he pleases and therefore does not
need to suffer the boredom or the bewilderment
which the pace and content of other media may
force upon hirri. Moreover, he may read at the
time he chooses, stop when he wants to and re-
sume his reading when he pleases. In short he
can expose himself to the print medium whenever
he is in the mood;

(b) Reading can be repeated: unlike the content
of other media, printed matter is not necessarily
limited to a single "showing". The reader can go
back to it again and again if he wishes. Radio and
television programmes, with only a few exceptions ,

are produced and broadcast only once. Films run
for a period of dayS or weeks but are rarely seen
twice by the same person. Therefore, theoretically
at least (and often in practice) the print medium is
capable of repeating the same message as it were
to the same individual more than once;

(c) Treatment of a subject may be fuller: print
can develop a topic to whatever degree and what-
ever length seems desirable. Complex discussions
are therefore generally more fit for presentation
in the print media;

(d) Specialized appeal is possible: despite the
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tendency towards mass appeal print still can cater
and does cater to specialized interests. The bridge
notes, crosswords, etc. , are good examples in
newspapers; so also are specialized books and maga-
zines. Print does remain the medium in which
minority views can most easily find voice and spe-
cialized interests can be met.

(e) Possible greater prestige: many writers
have suggested that for various reasons the print
media seem to have the highest prestige. One of
the reasons is that print is the oldest medium and
therefore has a certain tradition and prestige as-
sociated with it; also that since habitual readers
get attached to specific publications, they are more
likely to be influenced by "my paper".

If print does possess this prestige, then it
should be able to exercise greater influence and
pressure and persuade its readers. Research has
not indicated any conclusive evidence to support
such a view. However, it has shown that at least
certain sections of the public, usually at the higher
socio-economic and age and educational levels, do
tend to attach more importance to what they read
than what they hear or see. On the contrary a much
bigger public which is less educated and lower in
the socio-economic scale rates non-print media
higher. This may be only because at each of these
levels the exposure to a given media is highr.
We do not have any definite answers yet to these
complicated questions. But if print does, in fact,
have a greater persuasive effect, then at least in
the developing countries it seems a shame that the
brunt of the persuasive task is being carriedby
media other than print.

BROADCASTING

(a) Television and radio have the great advan-
rage that they can reach people who cannot be
reached by print either because they cannot read
or because, as in certain countries, distribution
facilitir s are not adequate.

(b) Another advantage which has been cited is
that radio and television resemble face-to-face
contact and that therefore there is a greater sense
of actual participation.

(c) As news distributing media they have the
distinct advantage of speed.

(d) Another advantage which has been proposed
is that television and radio audiences have a sense
of good feeling since they knoW that they are all
listening to the same programme at the same time,
unlike newspaper readers. There is no evidence
toback such a proposition but under certain condi-
tions this can be a very real proposition and it has
been shown that such a common experience does
lead to greater effectiveness. We refer to the now
well-known radio farm forum experiments. In
such groups not only are people listening to the
same voice from the same receiving set, but al-
so take part in the discussions that follow. The



same thing may hold true in family viewing and
listening.

(e) Radio and television also afford a variety
of other gratifications such as counsel in daily liv-
ing, self-glorification, escape from boredom, etc. ,
which we have already alluded to in another context.

FILM

(a) Many of the characteristics of radio and
television will apply to the film with some additional
factors which stem from the conditions under which
movies are screened. The "cinema situation", it
has been suggested, changes. the sense of time and
space of the viewer who is more or less "in con-
ditions similar to those for inducing hypnosis".
Hence, it is contended, the cinema may be more
effective than any other medium. Research has
not come up with any conclusive evidence of such
effectiveness.

(b) As a medium of information and knowledge,
it has all the attributes of television, again with
the added advantage of the bigger screen for long
shots as well as close-ups.

(c) Again because of the conditions under which
films are screened, they have a greater ability to
give an audience a sense of identification and even
of concentration.

(d) This advantage is however perhaps neutral-
ized by the fact that the cinema viewers cannot ex-
perience the feeling of "community" and are there-
fore thrown almost completely on to their own
private associations. Such uncritical identification
with the characters on the screen results in what
has been called "voluntary passivity".

(e) Films are regarded more as a medium of
entertainment, but they do possess the abilityto
convey information on customs, habits, manners,
of people beyond an audience's immediate environ-
ment. They can therefore be considerably forceful
in bringing about changes in attitudes, beliefs and
in behaviour.

We have seen that among the characteristics
of the various media, there are some distinct dif-
ferences among the media from the point of the au-
diences; there are also some similarities. Each
medium can take advantage of its own unique charac-
teristics and all of them can play complementary
roles. Although sometimes, in the fierce competi-
tion for advertising income and public attention, the
media have tried to cross their own "naturalulinds,
by and large, with experience, they have learnt to
make fairly good use of their own special capabilities.

As information media; for example, radio
and television are primarily useful in signalizing
events and making those first reports (they have
killed the newspaper extra, for example) - leaving
it to the newspapers to pick up the details and per-
haps for the magazines to analyse in even greater
detail without being rushed by the clock and by in-
coming news developments. Film documentaries
come under the same category as magazines.
They are relatively free of the pressure of time
and topicality.

The serious practitioner will bring to his work
a knowledge of his particular audience and of his
particular medium. It is the combination of these
abilities, needs and desires that provide him not
only with the possibilities of effective communica-
tion but the challenges which are every pro-
fessional's due.
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CHAPTER V

EFFECTS (AND EFFECTIVENESS) OF MASS COMMUNICATION

The practitioner's ultimate aim, of course, is to
be effective and to succeed in having some effect
on his audience. Such success may sometimes be
judged purely on the basis of whether an audience
has been "reached'', or it may be extended to in-
clude such things as "understandings' of the infor-
mation; creating of a climate for discussion; the
taking of a position regarding an issue; the chang-
ing of an attitude and finally, of course, the trans-
lation of all these into some action suggested by a
communication or by a communicator.

The world "effect" is also used in another
wider sense as in "What is the effect on children
of violence in television programmes and in the
movies? " This is a much broader, almost philo-
sophic and moral question. We shall not discuss
this here at any length, only incidentally inci-
dental to answering the more basic questions which
occur to a practitioner. Also, to give him a feel
of potential power of his medium to do good or
bad.

Otherwise we shall concentrate on the conclu-
sions of research on effectiveness and effects of
communicators and their media on audiences, big
and small. It is not possible to separate effective-
ness from effects in any logical sense, just as it
is not possible to separate audiences from channels.
Most researchers have used the two words almost
interchangeably. The reader, will however, be
able to make his own distindtion on the basis of the
sequence of the influence of mass communication

from awareness to action. In other words, a
message may be effective in reaching an audience,
but does it have any eventual effects in bringing
about change in behaviour? Hopefully the following
r'iscussion will make this Clear, both from the point
of view of the communicator and his medium and
from the point of view of the receiver and the com-
munity of which he is part.

A DIFFICULT AREA

Of all research in mass communication the most
difficult is to study its effects or its effectiveness.
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This is inevitably so for the very reasons men-
tioned earlier that man communicates within a
social environment in which he is open to influ-
ences not only from within but also from without.
Therefore the number of elements (or variables)
which have to be taken into consideration are far
too many in number and it is extremely difficult
to isolate these factors. Even if one succeeds in
isolating them and studying them individually,
there remains the task of combining these factors
and studying the effects of communication in the
real or natural situation as opposed to the experi-
mental or laboratory situation. However there
are some indications, based on research, on this
aspect of communication. Admittedly we know
more about what mass communication cannot do
rather than what it can!

Some of the broad generalizations which have
been made are unfortunately the kind that only re-
searchers have any patience to read. An example
is: that under some conditions mass communica-
tion affects a few people a great deal and a few
people very little and under other conditions it
affects a large number of people a great deal and
a large number of people very little and that under
almost any condition mass communication affects
every one at least a little. While it is true that
such a statement does not tell us much, it is still
nevertheless worth noting, merely because a lot
of us continue to believe that mass communication
is extremely powerful under any condition. Even
if a practitioner were to at least stop and think
about possible conditions in his own environment
at a given time and place, he would certainly be
able to do a hatter job if he wants to bt. effective.

INTERNAL CONFLICT

One of the most interesting findings of research
in so far as effectiveness is concerned is that most
people expose themselves to information which
agrees with their own existing point of view and
that this is because most people do not want to place



themselves voluntarily in a situation of conflict. In
other words, the average person feels most com-
fortable when his own views are reinforced by in-
formation to which he exposes himself. This re-
cently developed "theory of cognitive dissonance"
has become an important contribution to the under-
standing of audience behaviours and of mass com-
munication effectiveness.

If most people behave this way, then obviously
most of the content of the mass media should be in-
capable of changing attitudes or opinions. This is
too simple a conclusion. All mass communication
is not totally ineffective. For, it has also been
shown that often information to which one is exposed
"accidentally" as it were is remembered and some-
times acted upon. This concept which is worth
noting is called the "sleeper effect". Essentially
what this means is that a person usually will believe
information which he gets from a source in which
he has faith. The same person will disregard in-
formation (even the same information) which he re-
ceives from a source in which he has less faith or
no faith. But it often happens that a person who is
exposed to information from a source of less credi-
bility (to him), forgets, after a period of time, the
source but retains the information. At that time
he would tend to believe that information the same
information which he had discredited when he was
conscious of the source.

What does all this mean to the practitioner
and the administrator? Partly it means that the
researcher has few exact guidelines to provide at
this time. But partly it also means that the prac-
titioner should not be complacent about his effec-
tiveness. He has to "try harder". In his choice
of quoting sources, in his choice of the kind of ap-
peal (strong and weak) he makes in his presenta-
tion, in his decision on the frequency at which he
might repeat his messages and in his order of
presentation of pro and con arrangements in a com-
plicated social issue, there are guidelines which
research has provided. We shall discuss these
later in this section.

Suffice to say here that there are indications
of mass communication effectiveness - but there
are no indications of its infallibility. The serious
practitioner must know both sides of the picture be-
fore he can make himself and his medium effective.

PUBLIC DEBATE

It is only lately, especially after the advent of tele-
vision that serious public debate has taken place on
the possible effects of the media. Most of this de-
bate has centred around television and to some ex-
tent movies. This is obviously because the public
is particularly concerned about the increase in
crime and violence, about immorality and about
escapism. Another area of intense criticism of the
"normal" fare of the media is its effects on children.
At the same time, the media have also come in for

some praise for their ability to expand educational
experience out of school and educational achieve-
ment within the schools.

Such public debate, most of it based on intui-
tion, hearsay and emotion, has been conducted at
a very low level. But it has succeeded in provok-
ing not only the mass media (especially television)
to look at themselves, but also led to high-level
committees and research groups being set up to
look into this whole question systematically and
examine the evidence carefully. Unfortunately,
however, no conclusive evidence is as yet avail-
able. But becaus the emotions involved, what-
ever little evidence is available, pro or con, is
now being used by the interested parties in the de-
bate and the fragments of evidence have become
the "arms" in the fight - proving once again the
existence of "selective exposure" and "selective
perception"!

This inability on the part of research to pro-
vide definitive answers has perhaps caused a di-
minution in the status of the social scientists.
This is because he has admitted honestly that with
the tools now at his command lie is not in a position
to give definitive answers to all the questions which
are being asked. In fact, in some ways he may
have even added to the confusion by admitting that
perhaps each of the parties to the debate may have
something in what they say. In an emotional situ-
ation this is all that is necessary for the media
people and their supporters on the one side and
for media critics and their supporters on the other
side. As Klapper wrote, "It is surely no wonder
that a bewildered public should regard with cyni-
cism a research tradition which supplies, instead
of definitive answers, a plethora of relevant, but
inconclusive and at times seemingly contradictory
findings".

LONG-TERM EFFECTS

Apart from the fact that in the whole area of mass
communication research the effects are hardest to
study, there is also the researchers' natural ten-
dency to be cautious in making any pronouncements.
Therefore no exact cause and effect relationships
between the media and their audiences have been
even suggested. Whatever general statements
have been made talk about the long-term effects of
mass communication. In so far as short-term ef-
fects are concerned the statements have been very
guarded understandably.

Research is now agreed upon one thing: that
in the long-term mass media do have effects, even
if these cannot always be measured in the short
term. During a political campaign, for example,
the media have little or noL3effect on voting deci-
sions (in the short term) but over a longer period
of time the media do succeed in bringing political
personalities, issues and problems to public attention
and therefore provoke public discussion effectively
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enough for the political process to have immeas-
urable impact. It is in the early stages of the po-
litical process leading to election campaigns that
images are built and discussions take place result-
ing in decision-making. It is only a small minority
that is willing to change its decisions (whether to
vote and whom to vote for) in the last few weeks of
a campaign.

We have already noted that people generally
expose themselves to messages which reinforce (or
agree with) their own prior attitudes and that these
prior attitudes are governed by several social psy-
chological factors which play such an important
role in human behaviour including human communi-
cation behaviour. These factors are: the individ-
ual's own predispositions; his group membership
and that group's values and beliefs; the nature of
.he inter-personal networks of communications of
which he is part and the opinions of his own influ-
entials. We have also seen that the media work
alongside all these factors and that they work
through some of them.

SOME GENERALIZATIONS

Let us now look at some of the broad generalizations
which have come out of research on the effects of
mass communication. Most of these, it must be
remembered have come from short-term studies
because of the difficulty of conducting long-term
studies.

Mass communication ordinarily does not pro-
vide the single and direct cause of audience effects
but rather functions among and through a nexus of
mediating factors and influences (we have already
summed up these factors).

Mass communication, therefore, usually be-
comes a contributory agent but not the sole cause,
in a process of reinforcing the existing conditions.
This is true in all areas of human behaviour, po-
litical or social or cultural.

When mass communication does function as an
agent of change one of two conditions is likely to
exist: (a) the mediating factor will be found to be
inoperative and the effect of the media will then be
direct: or (b) the mediating factors, which normally
favour reinforcement will be found to be themselves
impelling towards change.

The influence of mass communication, either
as a contributory agent or as an agent of direct ef-
fect,' is affected by various aspects of the media
themselves or of the communication situation. These
include such things as the manner of presentation
of issues, of the source of the communication, the
medium, the existing climate of public opinion, etc.

All these may sound terribly co 'fusing to the
practitioner of mass communication. Perhaps we
can clarify some of them by being more specific.
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MOUNTING A CAMPAIGN

We can perhaps start at the beginning. Let us say
that an administrator of a mass communication
campaign would like to convince farmers of the
efficacy of a new type of fertilizer and his task is
to induce the farmers to use such a fertilizer.
This means that he is attempting to show them
and to convince them that the practices that he is
suggesting are better than the traditional methods;
that if more farmers change their methods they
would produce more rice or wheat or whatever
and that this would mean not only that the farmer
would, benefit by having a higher income but also
that the larger community of which he is a member
would benefit.

There are several questions which must occur
to him in the process of mounting such a campaign.
If he is a typical administrator he will go abouthis
task perhaps somewhat as follows: he will probably
be asked to attend a couple of meetings with officials
of the Ministry of Agriculture who will inform him
of the need for a communication campaign to "sell"
the new fertilizer and give him a few facts and
figures about the experiments done on it. From
then on he is more or less. on his own.

The administrator knows that there are some
agricultural workers in the rural areas, he pre-
sumes that they have access to the farmers and
that therefore they can be used as the oral channels
of communication and that they would perhaps also
be able to "demonstrate" the use of the new ferti-
lizer. In his own ministry, the Ministry of Infor-
mation, he knows that he can arrange for the print-
ing of brochures and posters, perhaps the making
of film slides and picture charts and that he can
arrange for films to be made on the advantages of
the new fertilizer. He can also arrange for broad-
casting radio and television programmes periodi-
cally. He then looks to the newspapers and allo-
cates some money to buy space in them for adver-
tisements. He will also arrange for handouts and
photographs and he may also meet some of the
editors and publishers to gain their co-operation..
This is the situation as it generally exists in the
developing countries.

What the administrator has set out to do is
not only typical but generally speaking correct. If
campaigns have failed it is not because of the lack
of a goOd general approach. It is usually in the
detail. And it is generally in the detail that a cam-
paign is either slow in picking up or does not pick
up at all.

ADMINISTRATOR'S QUESTIONS

Now let us look at what we mean by detail. In this
discussion the media practitioner will be able to
see that most of the points discussed will also re-
fer to him and his own tasks. After all no com-
munication campaign can succeed without the active



participation of the practitioner. The questions
that will naturally occur to the administrator are:

1. What are the media at my disposal? We
have already indicated what these might be, although
there may be others such as the traditional media
(song and drama units, puppet shows, etc. ).

2. Which of these media should I use? The
answer to this is that he should use whatever media
he thinks reach the audience that he is particularly
interested in that is the farmers.

3. What do I know about the farmers' media
habits? Obviously unless he knows what the farm-
ers listen to or read or view he cannot correctly
place his messages about the new fertilizer in
proper proportions in the media. If the farmers
are largely illiterate the newspapers will certain-
ly rate low (except for some of the elite farmers);
the brochures will contain more pictorial matter
rather than long, written explanations and the same
goes for posters. If the farmers have radios he
will certainly rely heavily on that medium and so
on.

4. In what proportions do I allocate my re-
sources? Based on his knowledge of the audience's
media habits he will make decisions on his use of
the various media and calculate the expenditure in-
volved. A great deal will also depend on the human
and material resources he has at his command.
For example there is no point in printing a whole
lot of brochures unless he has people who can not
only distribute them but also explain the content of
these brochures to the farmers.

5. What kind of content willI put in the media?
This will depend on his knowledge of the relative
merits of the media in reaching the audience that
he wishes to reach; their level of understanding,
their prior attitudes, etc. The level of presenta-
tion will also depend on such knowledge. He must
also have a fairly good idea of the segments within
his audience some may be highly educated and
some may not be educated at all. Obviously he can-
not use the same content for his entire audience. If
he does so he will end up by either insulting the in-
telligence of some of them or by failing to communi-
cate at all with perhaps the majority.

6. How can I make sure that I am putting in
the right 'content at the right level for the various
segments of my audience? He can only make him-
self sure about this by "pre-testing" the various
messages among representative samples of the
audiences. In other words, before he prints a
hundred thousand posters he will test his prototypes
among a few groups of the kind of audiences he
wishes to reach with that poster and study the re-
sults of such a pre-test to find out if they under-
stand what it says and how they perceive the mes-
sage that it wants to convey. If the results are not
encouraging he will get the poster redesigned on
the basis of the reactions of his sample audiences.

7. Once the campaign is under way how do I
know whether it is going along the lines that I want
it to? This he can find out only through periodic

reports from the field by trained obsem ers whose
reports must provide the administrate; with the
feedback that he needs. On the basis o that feed-
back he can change the strategy of communication
if and when it seems necessary. Without such
feedback lie has no assJ:rance that all of his efforts
at preparing the campaign are, in fact, paying off.

8. How long do I continue to run the campaign'?
This will depend on his resources and the needs of
the country as well as the effectiveness of the cam-
paign. But it must be kept in mind that however
successful a campaign, a continuing effort (even
on a reduced scale) is essential to keep the mes-
sage alive, not only among the present farming
community but those younger farmers who will be
joining such a community in the future.

THE PRACTITIONER'S ROLE

These questions are by no means complete, but
they are typical of the kind of questions which must
occur to a communication administrator. In
slightly different form they will also occur to the
communication practitioner. Let us try and list
them as they might occur to the practitioner in a
single medium. Let us take the head of a broad-
casting station in the same kind of a structure or
communication system within which the adminis-
trator of the type we have discussed operates.

This broadcasting station would then be one
which is part of a governmental network and which
receives its policy directives from the Ministry of
Information. Without going into the administrative
problems in any detail, let us confine ourselves to
the professional aspects, but keeping in mind that
the professional in such a situation operates with
all the advantages and disadvantages that an admin-
istrative structure offers. Let us also assume that
the director of the broadcasting station has come
from professional ranks and therefore asks him-
self some professional questions as the following:

1. How do I go about translating these direc-
tives from the Ministry of Information into action?
He will get as much information as possible on not
only the material resources made available by the
administrator for his particular unit but also the
subject matter. He will probably discuss these
with a few producers and other production staff.
He will decide on the length and the number of pro-
grammes he can produce. He will make a tenta-
tive list of the subjects to be covered and he may
also allocate responsibilities among his production
staff. The production staff in turn will then look
for researchers, script writers, actors, announ-
cers, commentators, etc. The ideal of course,
would be if all these professionals including es-
pecially the interviewers were to prepare them-
selves fully by reading up something on farming
and fertilizers, old and new.

2. What do I know about the farmers' radio
listening habits? In the case of the practitioner
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he needs this information in greater detail. For
example at what time is the farmer usually free
and at different times in the farming cycle? What
type of farmers are there in his own region, break-
ing up by age, educational level, perhaps religion,
caste, etc? If such information is not readily avail-
able, thiS will first have to be gathered. If there
is a dialect or dialects in use in the region, can
the practitioner obtain people who can use the dia-
lect in the, programmes? He would also like to
know how many radio sets there are.in the area
and are they mostly community radio sets or pri-
vately owned or both.

3. In what proportions do I divide my pro-
grammes? The station director, on the basis of
suggestions and advice will have to make decisions
now on the various types of programmes that he
can produce: the drama, the interview, the straight
talk, technical presentations on the characteristics
of the fertilizer itself, general documentaries on
the use of tie fertilizer in other parts of the world,
etc.

4. How can I make sure that I am putting in
the right content at the right level for the various
segments of my listeners? Pre-testing is again
the answer and if for some reasons he cannot do
so, an immediate post-testing is essential so that
the director of programmes can at least prevent
repetitions of the same errors.

5. Once my campaign is under way how do I
know whether it is going along the lines that I want
it to? In the case of the practitioner it is perhaps
easier to arrange for such information because he
is closer to the scene and can get his own staff to
feed back information to him. His staff should be
able to make a fairly systematic analysis of audi-
ence reactions to the various types of programmes
presented. If the drama seems to be more effec-
tive than the interview or the straight talk, the
director would like to know this and change his
strategy. If the language used in the programmes
seems to be unintelligible, or the wrong dialect,
he should be able to get new script writers or
train the old. In addition, the practitioner has the
responsibility to feed this information back to the
administrator at the top and tell him why he is
making some changes.

6. How long do I continue to run the campaign?
Usually in the case of the director of a broadcast-
ing station this decision is perhaps already made
for him. However that decision will depend on his
own assessment as it is fed back to the decision-
making administrator who would like to continue
the campaign if the station director can convince
him of the efficacy of the campaign as conducted
through the radio and of the need for its continuation.

7. What can I do to make the campaign even
more effective? The answer to this question must
come from the field. If his staff working in the
field have been making some suggestions in their
periodic reports these suggestions themselves can
act as a basis for experimentation. Such experiments
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can be tested in their turn and experience becomes
cumulative. The Radio Farm Forum, for example,
came out of such experience that since farmers
discussed the content of a programme after listen-
ing to it, why nut informally organize the farmers
into a discussion group? It has been shown that
such personal participation in a discussion lends
to better understanding of the content and conse-
quently a greater retention of the content. Organi-
zing such a group means that there has to be a
leader and the leader obviously has to be an in-
formed person himself even if he acted more as a
moderator rather than a leader. In fact if he is
trained to give the impression that any suggestions
for action come from the group itself there is more
likelihood of such decisions being translated into
action.

It is perhaps unnecessary to go into any other
media. The newspaper man, the film maker,
will no doubt also act on the basis of the same or
similar questions, each one has his own potential
audience and each has the particular characteristics
of his own medium to deal with. We have already
discussed some of those characteristics in an earlier
section.

CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVENESS

But in the context of persuasive communication
when we are trying to influence an audience, what
conditions need to be met? It may be useful to list
these briefly, although they are all, by implication,
present in our earlier discussion.

1. The audience must, somehow, be exposed
to the communication.

2. All or most of the audience must interpret
or perceive correctly what attitude or action the
communicator is asking of them and why.

3. The audience must remember or retain
the gist of the message that the communicator is
trying to get across,for immediate action is not
always possible.

4. Members of the audience must decide
whether or not they will be influenced by the com-
munication. Some of them may try out a new prac-
tice before finally adopting it.

Obviously it is impossible for a communicator
to ensure that each and every member of his audi-
ence will indeed take the action that he is recom-
mending. But as a professional communicator it
must be possible for him to make sure of the first
three conditions. The ability of a practitioner is
tested by the way he goes about his tasks and what
results he is able to achieve. The more systema-
tically he approaches his tasks and the more will-
ing he is not only to allow for feedback but also to
arrange for true feedback, the more effective he
can be. It is here that researchers (or evaluators)
can help him. They cannot teach him his profes-
sion and they cannot, in most cases, tell him .what
techniques to use in so far as his craft is concerned,



but they can analyse those techniques and feed him
information on whether his techniques are working
or not if he is willing to listen.

TECHNIQUES

Let us look at a few examples of those techniques:
1. One of the classic studies in the field of

communication research went into the question of
the effect of emotional appeals. Intuitively a com-
municator tends to feel that the more intense his
appeal the greater its possible effect. However,
an experiment conducted with groups of students
who were exposed to three versions of a 15-minute
talk on dental hygiene showed that although each
version contained the same general information
and made similar recommendations, they had dif-
ferent effects. The "strong'' appeal emphasized
the pain caused by tooth decay and was illustrated
with slides showing diseased gums; in the "mod-
erate" appeal the threats appeared less often and
in a milder form; in the "minimal" fear-appeal
version the more severe threats were replaced by
fairly neutral information. The main results of
the experiment indicated that the minimal fear-
appeal was more effective, followed by the mod-
erate appeal. The strong appeal brought about the
least amount of change in the hygienic behaviour of
the audience. The researcher's own conclusion
was that "when fear is strongly aroused but not
adequately relieved by the reassurances contained
in a persuasive communication, the audience will
become motivated to ignore, or to minimize the
importance of the threat".

The lesson for the practitioner may be that no
message should promise or threaten more than
what is reasonable and that the audience has its
own defensive mechanisms. In fact the possibil-
ities of "counter-propaganda" increase when such
unrealistic promises are made or when highly
emotional fears are aroused.

A good example of such counter-propaganda
(which then becomes more difficult for communi-
cators to neutralize) is the experience of an "over-
sell" on the part of some family planning communi-
cators in a developing country. The IUD was "sold"
as being painless, safe and reversible. Three
categorical promises. When it turned out that it
was not painless in many instances, its other ad-
vantages of safety and reversibility were all but
forgotten. A less categorical claim may have been
better, for it must be remembered that in the com-
plicated communication channels in society one dis-
satisfied person who feels that she has been "taken
in" can cause a surprising amount of damage and
once such damage has been caused it is extremely
difficult for communication to undo it It is far
easier (even if slower) to think of possible reper-
cussions and counter arguments and to plan a mes-
sage accordingly.

2. An example may clarify this, A study was

done to find out whether in making out a case for
a recommended change in attitude or behaviour, it
is better to present only one side of an argument
or both sides. It was shown that in the case of
those who are initially opposed to the communicator's
position, it is better to present both sides of an
argument but that in the case of a person who is
initially in favour of the communicator's position,
a one-sided argumen'. can be effective. The impli-
cations can be seen clearly in the case of the family
planning example which we discussed in the previous
paragraph.

Some knowledge of the initial attitudes of the
audience will help the communicator greatly in
planning his message. It would also help to know
the audience's general educational background for
it was found that with the better educated group the
two-sided presentation is generally more effective
regardless of initial attitude, whereas in the case

,of the less educated it was the other way round.
3. In addition to the presentation of arguments

there is also the problem of the sequence in which
these arguments maybe presented. In other words,
does the argument presented first have a better
chance of influencing people than that presented
second? The limited research done indicates that
the first presentation changes opinion more than
the second presentation changes them back. For
the communication practitioner, it seems the best
thing to do would be to see the first presentation is
as clear, honest and compelling as possible so that
the possibility of counter propaganda is minimized.

DETERMINANTS OF EFFECT

The preceding discussion has been concerned pri-
marily with the overall effectiveness of the various
mass media. We shall now try and look at some
particular aspects so as to get an idea of some of
the determinants of effect. Such determinants ob-
viously are: the communicator, the communica-
tion, the medium and the audience. We have dis-
cussed some of their characteristics earlier. It
may, however, be helpful to look at them again
briefly.from the point of view.of effectiveness.

THE COMMUNICATOR

What is said, however compelling and convincing,
is generally not sufficient. Who says it is almost
just as important and occasionally even more im-
portant. A number of studies which have gone into
this question show that the difference made by the
credibility of the source to identical messages is
quite sizeable in its immediate effect. Credibility,
of course, depends on the perception of the reader
or listener. For example, if a reader is more
favourably inclined towards a given magazine than
a given newspaper, even if the same message is
carried by both, the effect of that magazine saying



so will be greater on him than of the newspaper.
The same thing goes for speakers, commentators,
editorials, etc.

The audience need not always have direct
knowledge or association with the source. If a
writer, for example, is identified as a specialist
in economics, what he may have to say on devalu-
ation will be more effective than if the same dis-
cussion is led by a person who is not so identified.
It would seem worthwhile for a practitioner or an
administrator to try to use the name of a trust-
worthy source (and the sources may vary from
community to community) in all forms of persuasive
communication. The source need not always be a
big name; a successful user of a contraceptive de-
vice, for example, may be considered as a trust-
worthy source by an audience of women for whom
it is easy to identify with such a source. Needless
to say, such "trustworthy" sources can be found
in every field of human behaviour.

THE COMMUNICATION

In so far as the communication itself is concerned,
the effects of the mass media are influenced both
by the character and the content of the message.
Research has been done on the types of appeals em-
ployed and arrangement of the elements of an argu-
ment. We have discussed these earlier in this
section.

A few interesting studies have also been done
to find out if "emotional" appeals would be more
effective than "rational?' appeals. In these studies
where a difference showed up, it was clear that the
emotional appeal was more effective - but the re-
searchers have warned that there are individual
differences among audiences based on such factors
as age, education, etc.

THE MEDIUM

Although there are a considerable number of studies
which have compared one medium with another in
terms of achieving some desired effects, few defini-
tive conclusions have emerged owing to problems
connected with this kind of research in the natural
situation.

The most outstanding finding, which in fact has
little to do with relative effectiveness of the media,
is that oral presentation of material is more effec-
tive than any media presentation! However, some
guarded generalizations are possible for the media
themselves.

One is that the learning effectiveness of diffe-
rent channels and combination of channels seems
to depend more on how the channels are used and
by whom than on the channels themselves. This is
directly related to the selective attention concept
which we have discussed. Therefore, some know-
ledge of the media habits of the audience is necessary

before an administrator can decide which media(
combination of media he is going to utilize in c
campaign. Of course, he can use all of them or
most of them. But research also warns, as we
have seen, that multiple channels may sometime
divide attention to a point where optimal learning
is not possible through any one channel., This is
particularly so in the audio-visual me dia,Rf course
The use of badly chosen pictorial illustrations it
television, for example, may distract from the
learning process which is already taking place
through the audio channel.

Films and television have been generally foun
to be more effective in learning, than other medit
But more of such research has been done on learr
ing than on persuasion and especially among schot
children. We have left the educational aspects c
the mass media (especialy in-school) mostly ou
of our discussion since it is a highly specialized
field and has its own special characteristics an<
problems.

MEDIA DIFFERENCES

We have already indicated that research on t1
relative effectiveness of the media has not provid
enough grounds for generalizations and we 'have
said that one of the reasons for this is the exposu
of the audience to the various media. It may be
worthwhile discussing in what respects the med
differ in thiq regard i. e. the kind of audience
they attract and the degree to which they hold tl
attention of the audience. Any effects that corn
munication may have are obviously bound to the
factors.

For a medium to be effective, it must obvious
fulfil some conditions:

(a) it must be easily available;
(b) it should stand out from the rest of its

background;
(c) it must satisfy the needs of the person

whose own previous experience leads him to a
certain medium and not to another;

(d) that person should find it useful and fir
the kind of information that he is seeking.

Education and social status have considera
influence on the media selection of people. It I
been found, for example, that the higher the ed
cation, the greater the preference for the print
media and for informational and news content (
the other media.

THE AUDIENCE

In our earlier discussion we had already indicE
the importance of audience characteristics w
reference to the communicator, the communica
and to the media. Research on effects has adde
our knowledge of audiences in a specific se,
However, much of this research has been concex



with individuals and with small groups. To the
average practitioner and administrator, this may
not seem to be of much practical use, because they
are interested in bigger groups and in larger num-
bers. But a general idea of how personality factors
may affect communication can help when a communi-
cator already has some basic knowledge of the value
systems of the beliefs and of the cultural milieu in
which his audience lives.

One of the biggest problems that the communi-
cator faces in any attempts to produce changes in
significant sections of the audience is the fact that
often although an audience may expose itself to a
message, no real change occurs. The communi-
cation brings about awareness but no action. Then,
of course, there are sections among a potential
audience which do not even expose themselves to
the message.

MOTIVATION

The communicator's main interest is to have some
knowledge of the variations in the extent to which
individuals who are exposed to a given communi-
cation are likely to be influenced by it. There are
two general factors which may explain such varia-
tion. One is intellectual ability and the other is
motivation. These determine whether an individual
pays attention to the communication, whether he
absorbs and understands the content and finally
whether he accepts the message contained in the
communication and is willing to act upon it.

Researchers agree that there is a positive
correlation between intellectual ability and the
degree to which an individual is able to acquire
the knowledge flowing from communication. This
means that the higher one's intellectual ability the
greater the amount of content he takes in. How-
ever, most research in this area so far has con-
cerned itself with information on public affairs,
politics, etc. There is less research on occupa-
tional content such as about farming or, in the case
of women (especially in the developing countries)
about hygiene, san1Lation, child rearing, etc. One
study showed that there are sex differences. "How
the individual relates the news about government
to the male or female social role has bearing on the
amount of learning of factual information". One
can assume perhaps that this is also true in the
case of non-governmental information.

Differences in motivation also play an impor-
tant rale in determining how much is learnt from
communication. In other words the higher the in-
terest of a person in a given topic the greater he
will learn from communication on that topic. But
,notivation factors also have a tendency to work in
different ways, depending upon one's own prior at-
titudes towards the subject. If one, is interested in
a given subject but has a strong preconception about
it and has already taken a strong position for or
against that subject, while his learning may increase,
no attitudinal change inay take place.

One classic study in the literature showed that
the prejudiced individuals (in this case, prej-
udice against negroes) protected themselves by
reading into the message content wnieh was in
fact not there. In one instance, an open penknife,
which was in the hand of a white man was conveni-
ently "transferred" to that of his black neighbour
when respondents were asked to describe what
they had seen in a cartoon showed to them for a
few seconds.

We can therefore see that apart from learning
the content of communication there is a problem
of the acceptance of what the message implies.
While learning may be related positively to intel-
lectual ability, acceptance may in fact be negative.
Some have suggested that this is indeed as it should
be; the less intelligent are more susceptible to
persuasive communication than the more intelligent.

But in so far as direct evidence of mass com-
munication changing attitudes and behaviour is
concerned, there is not a great deal. We have
already indicated how research has shown that in
the process through which mass communication
travels, changes in attitude and behaviour are
closely related to psychological and sociological
factors among the audience. But it has conclusively
shown that mass communication cannot only ef-
fectively bring new information and issues to the
attention of the public, but that when properly
directed and evaluated at every stage, it can also
effectively work through inter-personal channels
in bringing about attitudinal and behavioural
changes.

Mass communication's biggest asset in this
regard is the capacity it has to take information
and knowledge to large numbers of people and ex-
pose them to new subjects, to new ideas and to new
issues. We have also referred to the influentials
and the opinion leaders and their rale in the com-
munication process. How and when mass communi-
cation can "use" such people depends on the know-
ledge that the practitioner and the administrator
have of their particular community and to what
extent the practitioner and administrator are them-
selves motivated to make use of their professional
ability to bring about the desired effects in an
orderly way.

THE MEDIA

We can perlon:ps summarize our discussion on
effectiveness of mass communication by taking
another look at the media. Granted that,research
on effectiveness is difficult, what are some of the
broad generalizations which can safely be made
about all the media?

1. The media have the power to focus atten-
tion on issues, on events and on personalities and
thus to direct a great deal of the discussion within
society. All the media have this power.

2. The media have the power to confer status,
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both on the communicator and on the personalities
the communicator brings up for attention. In other
words, the media have made famous (or notorious)
not only politicians or actors and actresses but also
newspapermen, commentators_ _off' the broadcast
media, film producers, etc.

3. Face-to-face persuasion is more effective
than persuasion through the audio-visual media and
this is in turn more effective than persuasion through
the print media. However, it must be borne in
mind that some topics can be presented better by
some media than others. The relative persuasive
power of the different media is therefore likely to
vary from subject to subject. For example, the
chemical differences between two fertilizers can
perhaps be better explained orally or through the
print media while the techniques of their actual
use may be more effectively presented visually.

4. A combination of media communication and
face-to-face communication is likely to be more
effective than either alone. A good example is the
proven effectiveness of the radio farm forums in
which a rural programme presented by radio is
immediately followed by a discussion by the organ-
ized listening group. Similarly it has been found
that a combination of educational television pro-
gramme and classroom teaching is more effective
than either alone.

All these generalizations must necessarily be
viewed against the fact that at any given time, under
any given condition, there will be differences with-
in audiences. Obviously, therefore, the effective-
ness of the medium would depend on the character-
istics of the audience. Similarly the effectiveness
will also depend on the content and on presentation.
Whatever-generalizations have been made can only
be based on the old precept of "other things being
equal".

There is an old example of the 1 lc of effec-
tiveness of a programme on chicken tanning on a
radio farm forum group which turned out to be com-
posed almost entirely of vegeterians! The content
was not "relevant". Surely similar examples can
be found in all the media. Unless the content falls
within the experiences and interests (and under-
standing ability) of an audience however powerful
a medium, the message would be ineffective.

Another factor to be taken into account is that
audiences themselves differ in so far as their ap-
proach to the 'various media is concerned. In other
words for certain kinds of audiences certain media
can be more effective than others.

The print media, in a given culture, for ex-
ample, may be more effective in reaching the higher
socio-economic and educational levels than radio or
television. Similarly, radio may be more effective
in reaching the rural audiences of the developing
countries, for obvious reasons, than the print
media or television. Basic data on media use,
therefore, becomes indispensable to the adminis-
trator of a mass communication campaign. There

are many examples of wasted human and material
resources in the developing countries stemming
from the administratoris metropolitan orientation
unquestioningly guiding his decisions of media use
in non-metropolitan areas.

Let us take a brief second look at specific
media from the point of view of effectiveness:

Print media

Research on newspapers has indicated that there
seems to be very little effect, positive or negative,
arising out of the support of a majority of news-
papers to a given candidate or party during a po-
litical campaign, on the success or failure of that
candidate or party at the polls. However, it must
be noted that this is a study of the short-term ef-
fects and refers to election issues over which the
public have probably already made up their minds.

In other areas of human behaviour, especially
those which call for change in attitudes over a
longer period of time, the print media have a greater
impact, especially in bringing up for discussion
and thought, issues, people, places, events, etc.
We have noted the considerable advantages that this
print media have over other media for this kind of
serious and prolonged exposure on the part of the
audience.

Film

From the point of view of effects, film has been
studied more extensively than newspapers.' This
is partlybecause it is easier to reach the audience
which normally is physically present together and
in a public place unlike the audiences for other
media which are scattered over a wide area. But
with film too only short-term measurements have
been made because of the difficulties of long-term
evaluation. Most films are concerned purely with
entertainment. Here we are concerned only with
research done on those films whose main purpose
is to instruct, to provide knowledge, to change
opinions and beliefs. In the short-term, it has
been shownthat the film is reasonably effective in
conveying information, but not as effective in
changing behaviour, although the effects arenot
negligible.

Researchers have also pointed out that mes-
sages stated in a generalized form are not likely
to be understood and accepted by any significant
portion of an audience and that messages which
are not explicitly stated are likely to be entirely
lost upon the less intelligent members of the
audience. In other words, if one is dealing with
some complex material, an explicit presentation
of the conclusions of the communicator must be
made. This is more effective, especially in the
case of the less educated.



Radio

The major operator of radio has been the govern-
ment, not only in the developing countries but also
in some of the industrially advanced countries.
Some studies done on radio programmes directed
at farmers have shown that as a medium concerned
with changes in farming practices, radio ranked
above brochures, posters, exhibits, etc. But
there have also been studies which have not pro-
vided such happy results.

The study of the effects of radio listening on
the use of other media (studied before the spread
of television) provides considerable evidence that
radio listening does not necessarily affect news-
paper reading or exposure to books and magazines,
In fact it may be complementary; the stimulation
for reading newspapers and magazines may come
from listening to programmes over the. radio.
People who "accidentally"listen to a radio discus-
sion of political issues, for example, may be led
to read political news in newspapers and maga-
zines. Those who are not exposed to one generally
are not exposed to the other. A study done in a
rural community of a developing country showed
that of the six people who regularly listened to the
community radio set, five were also regular news-
paper readers.

Television

The development of television has been extremely
rapid and dramatic in large parts of the world. The
effectiveness of this medium has been studied ex-
tensively and much of it has concerned itself with
the instructional use of it It has been shown that
it can be extremely effective for this purpose not
only in the case of children but also of adults
(literacy, for example). However, it has been
stressed by researchers that television cannot re-
place the traditional classroom teacher. The
teacher continues to be necessary not only to allow
for discussion of the content of 'a programme, but
also for purely psychological reasons, and also
because students can get the necessary personal
attention which they need.

An incidental effect of television has been the
extent to which it has changed the pattern of life of

the typical family, especially its leisure time
activities. However, it has not radically changed

_a family's exposure to newspapers or magazines.
The incidental or unexpected and unintentioned

effects of mass communication are many. We will
only look at a few.

Unanticipated effects

We have already indicated that there are some long-.
term effects which may not show up in the short-
term and vice versa. We have touched briefly upon
what is referred to as the "sleeper effect" whic:i
has to do with the credibility of the source and the
content of the message as related to the audience's
tendency to forget the source that remembered
the content.

Another kind of effect which researchers have
discovered has been called "unanticipated conse-
quences'? (or unintended effects). For example,
the purpose of a film or a radio programme may
be defined as pure entertainment by the communi-
cator, but have very positive effects on an audi-
ence. We have seen, for example, where a light
drama may be "used" by women audiences to learn
how- to deal with household problems and how the
practitioner may use such "entertainment-type"
presentations for intentional persuasion. In ad-
vertising parlance this may be referred to as the
"soft sell".

Examples of unintended effects will no doubt
occur to the practitioner from his own experience -
not necessarily professional, but social. The
whole area of "cross-cultural communication?' is
replete with them, especially in the field of inter-
national communication. Mass communication has
unintendedly changed the life patterns of whole
populations, whether it is in the mode-of dress or
the 'tastes, in music and in soft drinks or in the
length of a boy's hair. The leadership in many
countries, especially the traditional, developing
countries, are showing, increasing concern about
this "phenomenon" on the eve of the advent of
satellite communication in many, of them.

The individual socially responsible practitioner
mayfeelhelpless in this larger global context, but
it is a:subject he should be concerned about as a
professional and as a citizen.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY- AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previcus chapters we have attemptedto dis-
cuss the whole field of mass communication, how-
ever briefly, to try and obtain a picture of it as it
looks today from the present knowledge of the field.
We have deliberately confined our discussions to
some of the broad generalizations which have stood
the test of time (relatively speaking) and the con-
tinuing efforts of researches to question them and
test contradictory hypotheses. We have not at-
tempted to confuse the issues by presenting con-
flicting views or the results of on-going research.
While this has advantages for the newcomer to the
study of mass communication and especially to the
practitioner and administrator who have to act and
take decisions now rather than wait for research to
come up with definitive principles, it also has cer-
tain disadvantages.

We have indicated that some of these generali-
zations, as they stand today, may still be somewhat
speculative. Therefore communication strategies
based on such relatively incomplete evidence may
not always work. But we know tthisethe complicated
nature of the process of communitGatEnn makes such
complete asstrzpractically impossible. How
ever, we have -wined that any, action basedup-
on some evidenietter than puiredntuition alone..
We have givemesmomples of such profitable action.
We have also le '-onated that an experienced practi-
tioner of mass eammtnunication instinctively has a
certain undez-Muudieg of what mayieffective and
what may notzliti,-.4,1hurthat there ismeedand scope
for a fullertad4emstanding and therefore of greater
effectiveness-sforl*:Y,both of which same:exposure to

conclusions-(c± assearch and of ,syntematic study
are essential.

We have accw9aefThomas Carr ollls maxim that
the greatest 10/.6 ri.:1`.4blim of communication is the Mu-

- sion that it has ]ice achieved and said that °uncon-
cern for purpos*Vof this discussion is that commu-
nication researchers have been less than effective
in reaching the communication practitioners and
that communication practitioners have not been as
effective as they can be in communicating with their

audiences in large parts of the world where such
effectiveness is vital for the social, economic, cul-
tural and political development of societies and for
bringing about greatly needed social change and
modernization. Consequently we have made the
assumption that if the practice of mass communi-
cation is based on research on mass communica-
tion the chances of more effective communication
can be increased. We have therefor e also assumed
that if today practice does not seem to be based on
research as systematically as it could be this is
because the opportunities for practitioners and poten-
tialpractitioners to be exposed to research findings
is badly limited. We have stressed the need for a
dialogue between the two; we have stressed the
fact that the relationship between the practitioner
and the administrator on the one hand and the re-
searcher on the other must be one of mutual trust
and mutual appreciation.

We have talked a little hit about the historical
development of mass communication and indicated
that insome ways it is an offshoot of the traditional
fieldof journalism,, but that there are some signi-
ficant: differences, between journalism and mass
communication. landoing so we have also drawn a
distine tion betweemnass commithication andinter-
personal communication, while recognizing the
very close interrela.tionship between the two. The
process of mass cozomunicatiowcannot be separated
from: the process-zeinter-personal communication.
But our concern hsagieen mainly with mass commu-
nication and therefore has leaned more heavily in
that direction in so far as the present problems
of conununication with mass audiences are con-
cerned. We have _accepted the, claim that com-
munication (the combination of mass- communication
and inter-personal communication) is the fundamen-
tal social process. Now let us briefly recapitulate
what we have said in our discussion of the commu-
nicationprocess, of the communicator, of the media
of mass communication and their audiences, the
effectiveness and the effects of mass communication,
and finally of research itself.



THE PROCESS

Communication, which was originally perceived as
a one way process and as "something someone does
to someone else", is now recognized as an act of
sharing in which the communicator and his audience
are both active partners. While a communicator
may be trying to reach a given audience, that au-
dience is itself attempting to reach given communi-
cators and these may not always be the same. The
process therefore becomes complicated and unless
a sameness can be achieved no effective communi-
cation can take place.

In the case of mass communication, a machine is
introduced which enables the communicator not only
to duplicate his messages but also to send them
over long distances and thus cover wide audiences.
By doing so the oractitioner of mass communication
is making his own task of communicating far more
difficult than when he, as a person, talks to another.
In the inter-personal situation he can getimmediate
feedback and tell fairly well whether his message is
getting across or not. But in the mass communica-
tion situation he gets no such feedback except much
later, if at all. He is also dealing with a heteroge-
neous audience composed of people of various socio-
economic and educational and age levels whose needs
and aspirations and whose levels of understanding
are very different. In such a situation the commu-
nicator can only hope that his message or messages
will be communicated and disseminated in such a
way that they will have the desired effect on reason-
ably large segments of the audience or audiences.

For a clear understanding of mass communica-
it is important to remember that while communica-
tion may do something to people, unless people do
something with that communication the relationship
between communicator and people is not complete.
Unfortunately most of the time, therefore, commu-
nication or the messages of the communicator are
merely dissipating themselves. A person's expo-
sure to mass communication may be just a habit,
or, a ritual, as in the case of the newspaper at the
breakfast table. Unless the reader wants to absorb
the persuasion of an editor or a commentator or is
willing to beentertained by the human interest sto-
ries or cartoons in the newspaper no communication
can take place. Different messages have different
purposes (our concern have been mainly with the pur-
posive and persuasive forms). The purpose of the
communicator must meet the needs of the receiver.
Only then can the objective of communication be
achieved.

From the communicator's point of view the ob-
jective of a communication may be to inform, to
teach, to entertain or to persuade. From the re-
ceiver' s point of view the corresponding needs would
be to understand, to learn, to enjoy and to decide.
For a communicator, therefore, it is important to
have a fairly good idea of the needs of his audience.
It is also important that he understands the commu-
nicator (that is himself) and his medium.

THE COMMUNICATOR

Because of the nature of mass communication, the
communicator is a professional working for and
within an organization which itself is a social insti-
tution. Therefore as a member of an organization
and as a member of society, he is susceptible to in-
fluences and forces beyond his control. As a mem-
bar of a professional group his own psychological,
sociological and creative needs have to be satisfied.
The conflicts which arise in such satisfaction, often
make him less of a free agent than he would prefer
to be. In so far as he is constrained to work'as a
member of an organization, certain bureaucratic
and other organizational factors also come into play.
His awareness of these limitations and his abilities
to feel secure within those limitations and to the ex-
tent to which he is himself capable of overriding
those limitations haVe a bearing on the style and
manner of his work. In addition he also has to achieve
a working relationship with members of the society
outside of his own profession with whom he is in
contact in 'his own work. His perception of them
and his attitude towards them together with their.
perceptionand attitude towards him play a signifi-
cant rOle.in the communication process._

THE MEDIUM.

The practitioner of mass communication has another
big handicap (in addition to himself and his "obstin-
ate audience"): his medium. There is no "perfect"
medium. Each medium has its own advantages and
disadvantages and in the vast market of mass com-
munication they are all competing-in their own im-
perfect Way to be able to reach the largestnumber
or, the most highly influential of the people whom
they wisth to sell their preduct to or convince ofithe
_rightness of their argument. An understandingaof
the strengths and weaknesses of Ms own medium
can stand the practitioner in good stead; together
with knowledge of the strengths and weaknessesof
the other media. In addition to the competitiveas-
pects of the media, there are many complementary
aspects which also should be appreciated. The older
media (such as newspapers) have in some ways :al-
ready experienced the advantages of having the new
er media (such as television and Movies) and within
the newer- media themselves, the initial fears ofgo-
ing out of business (for example films, by. -the ad-
vent 'of television) have !been disproved andin some
cases,actually turned out to be blessings.

AUDIENCE

Next in the mass communication system is the au-
dience - that all important and at the same time
frustratingly complicated "target" which however
does not behave like a target. It is not only ob-
stinate but it is also uncomfortably active and



idiosyncratic. Its "selective attention" and"selec-
tive perception" makes the communicator's task
anything but easy. He may have the best of motives
and the most convincing of arguments, but if he does
not gain attention and he is not accepted, or if ac-
cepted, is interpreted wrongly, his whole effort is
wasted. Therefore to make sure that whatever ef-
fort the mass communication practitioner and the ad-
ministrator are putting into their work is not entirely
wasted, that effort must necessarily be based up-
on an understanding of the audience. To a large ex-
tent that audience is in fact the master. It is the
receiver who decides whether he will indeed pay at-
tention to a message and when he does it is again he
who decides whether the message meets his needs
and whether he will accept it and act upon it.

Such action,, is after all the end resultthat the
communicators' whole effort has been aimed at.
While this is especially true in persuasive commu-
nication, it is also true in other forms of communi
cation: in informing, in entertaining or, in purely
commercial terms, even in selling a copy of anews-
paper or a cinema seat. Apart from the receiver's
own needs which a message may not satisfy, there
is also the receiver's communication experience it-
self. He has been "taken" before, whether by a 48
point headline or an attractive poster advertising-a_
movie, or the promises of the efficacy of a pill,,
which have not lacced up to his expectations. There-
fore he is either immunised or driven away. In any
case he is often sceptical of anything smacking of
persuasion. He Is also made up,rof a set of beliefs,
and attitudes only some of which are relatively
flexible.

Those of us who are practitioners of mass com-
munication either must find our way through this
maze or not enterrit at all, unless we are satisfied
with doing a half-hearted job of searching for the
proper exit. We ourselves have to look for "cues",
just as, we expect the receiver to look for our cues.
These cues are tIxere for us to see if we take the
time to look. Much like our own they too may not
always deliver what they promise. It is rour task
to force the proviiters of those cues (in ttitrii case
the communication researchers) to improve them:
It is only the combined efforts of:the senders and
receivers of a message that can make that message
effective. This as true in the case of mass com-
munication asiz the case of mass communication
research.

Effects

We have presented some generalizations on the ef-
fectiveness of mass communication and suggested
that they have the power to focus attention, to con-
fer status, etc. Also that while face-to-face com-
munication is more effective than mass communi-
cation in persuading people, there are nevertheless
points to remember about the differences among the
media. Actual effects are harder to study. However,
there are a few examples in the literature of mass
communication. Most of these have been studied

in the laboratory situation. They are harder to
study in the natural situation because of the large
numbers of variables present. However, there
are some indications of value to the practitioner
of mass communication. These have to do with
the nature of argument, the level of discussion,
the order_of presentation, the intensity of fear ap-
peals, etc.

We have deliberately refrained froM dealing
at any length with what maybe called the "social
effects" of mass communication. We have said
that this is a much broader and almost a philmze2-
phical and moral question which may or may rui
be of direct import to the average practitioner auk;
administrator. In any case it would make the
cussion impossibly long. Generally speaking we-
have also refrained from getting into controversial
issues, such as, for example, Marshall McLuhatt's
thesis that the "medium is the message". We have
talked about the media and we have talked about the
messages (or the content of communication) onlnin
so far as research has something reasonably:deaf.--
nite to say about them. Unfortunately McLuhan±m
thesis is still being discussed - sometimes vw-
hemently and often in bewildered terms - by sunh
varied people as mass communication scholars, pub-
lic relations specialists and advertisers as well as
by philosophers and intellectuals with a literary
bent: Whether or not the introduction of print me
dia and later the electronic media have influenced
society positively or negatively to;quite the extent
McLuhansuggests, is a question which is too broad
in its scope for a. discussion.such as ours which is
necessarily limited in its objectives.

We, have also refrained fronadiscussing some
of the relatively-:simpler questions such as theetf-
fects of television or film on:children, or on adults
or on society as a..whole. In:the latter :case we lave
done so because research is continuing :and has rtott.
come up with any clear conclusions.

Moremesearch is needed, in:all areas, welkave
said, butthe greater need seems to be for thejteptc-
titionersof mass commuricationto try out sorat.ruf
the suggestions indicated in the.research. ItismarlY
when this is done .in the regular .day-to-day workmf.
thepractitioner:and the administrator of massacran-
munication thatthe state of knowledge of the why
field of mass communication.can move forwatcLin
any real sense. As long as the.-_researcher
fined to his "laboratory" and the-practitioner after-
ates in the natural situation and.the two do not:metet,
our knowledge of the effects of rnass communication
must remain limited.

One looks forward to the day when researchin
mass communication feeds the practice of mass oarn-
munication and the lessons learnt in the practice of
mass communication feed the researchers. Only
then can mass communication, not only as a func-
tional activity but also as an art form, flourish, and
only then can a full-fledged "disciple" of communi-
cation emerge. The essence of the problem is not
to bring about agreement but appreciation between
the two groups.



APPENDIX

MASS COMMUNICATION RESEARCH: WHY AND HOW?

Perhaps the reader -who has reached this, point in
the.hook would...like to have a little more information
on research itself, why it is done, when and how.

We submit that the first questionis perhai-
ready answered adequately in the previous sectionm,
even if itha-s been done by implication, rather than
directly. Research is done simply because the prac-
titioner ofmasszcommunication and the administra-
tor of communication campaigns wouldnecessarily
prefer to approach their tasks on the basis of some
fundamentaliolowledge of their media, of their au-
diences, of the process of information flow and of any
possible effects their messages are likely, to have.

The second question - when? - is perhaps even
more obvitons. Without being facetious, one would

'say: befone, during and after. Before, because we
need soli:.: basic knowledge; during, because we
would like:to knowlaow we are doing and whether
any changs:in our approach are called for; after,
because we.surely would like to find out how effec..tive
we have .been ..:in reaching an audience, in making
them understand and in convincing them of any ar-
guments which we may have put forward.

The-thrr' d question of how research is done is
a more complicatedone and we would do better to
refer the:reader to more specialized publications
on thiS subject. Suffice it to say that there are
many ways in which research can be done and many
kinds of subjects which it can study. The methods
of research will depend on the problem in hand and
facilities available.

Basically, research is done to obtain depend-
able information - hopefully some of it, at least,
will be of use to the operator of the media, :. Such
information is obtained by scientific methods and
in an objective fashion by trained people.

It would be tempting to say that some simple
research can be done by experienced people who
are capable of taking a detached approach to the
task in hand, even if they have no specialized train-
ing. Such a statement would be, in a limited sense,
perhaps accurate. However, there are very clear
limits to such research. It would therefore be
better if research is done by those who have had

systematic training in its methods and its techniques.
For the average practitioner, however, it

would be useful to have an idea of the kinds of re-
search which are possible. These are perhaps to
a_large extent already clear from our earlier dis-
cussion. For example, we have seen that it is pos-
sible to study the content of our present productions
by taking a close look at our own newspapers, (or
broadcasting schedules, etc. This area of research
is referred to as content analysis. This is -a re-
search technique for the objective, systematic and
quantitative description of the content. It helps the
publisher of a newspaper or the head of a broad-
casting station in assessing the kinds of programme
or items which he has been putting out, such as
economic mews, political news, human interest sto-
ries, sports, etc.

Afterthaving done this, it may be useful to know
what percentage of the audience is exposing itself,
to any given category or indeed to any specific item.
This aspect of communication research will fallun-
der the much broader field of audience research.
Sometimes, in the case of specific media, this in-
volves the study of readership patterns or listener-
ship patterns, etc. But it also means the gathering
of information about a large number of character-
istics of the audience, including their normal ex-
posure to the media, their reactions to what they
read and view, their attitudes to and opinions on
various_subjects and issues, their responses to
specific messages, and finally their adoption of new
practices and innovations which of course will also
involve a change in attitudes.

"FEEDBACK?"

The importance of audience research, especially
in developing countries is self- evident. These coun-
tries need to bring their people to actively partici-
pate in development programmes and to discuss and
express their opinions on the changes that are be-
ing brought about. It would also be useful for the
leadership in these countries to have information



on the public' s needs and inter ests. --,7.'ithese would
fall under the general concept of "feedback" which
we have discussed and which just means the infor-
mation that comes back to a communicator telling
him what reactions his receivers are having to the
communication messages which he is ,sending out.
Such information is of very practical relevance to
the.media practitioner because he doesmot normally
have the benefit of feedback from hi-s [....rge audience
as he would have in a face-to-face situation. It takes
research to provide him with dependable feedback.

Another important type of resetarrai which seems
simple to do but which also takes a great deal of
training if it is to be done systacnatically and reli-
ably is the case, study. This means ,the gathering
of information and the interpretatioitxtf. such infor-
mation and evidence to explain the behaviour of an
individual or a community or a sactal institution.
Usually this is done by an individual trained to ob-
serve, to ask questions, to collect:as-much data
as he can and then analyse andpresent- his conclu-
sions in a descriptive, narrative farm. Obviously,
the reliability of a case study will depend on-the per-.
son doing it. When it is done properly:it can be very
useful as a basis forluture action.oarthre part of the
administrator and practitioner andaraso for further
detailed investigation by remearcherz.

Another type ofresearchisthe;e=ariment. This
usually involves a group of people:Al:1m- manageable
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geographical unit (such as a village) to whom
certain kinds of messages are directed through
certanti channels to find out what changes in attitudes
and behaviour may occur as a result. When this
is done; the researcher would also like to have anoth-
er village (called the control group) which willnot
receive this special treatment. By comparing the
tw.0 groups at the end of the experiment, he will be
Bible to tell, what effect these particular messages
sent through particular media have had. In other
words, he -can judge the efficacy of messages and
media..

The uFattulness of pre-testing has alreadybeeri
referred to, This technique, which is of great im-
portprpreto administrator and practitioner alike, is
the sdrmpte testing of information materials before
they areLduplicated or produced in large quantities
and distributed. The tests are done on a small num-
ber of. apple who are typical of the kind of audience
the rnammial being tested is aimed at.

..Theway in which-such a small group is selected
(sa o the way invihich the questions are asked
and gprstiormaires arre administered, the way the
larraLaiitaitais collected, collated and analysed are
liktaills;whichwe will not go into. They will require
langthydiscussion. Besides, there .are some fairly
balrerespqrch materials which will give the interes-
ted-practitioner and administrator an adequate intro-
duction to mass communication research techniques.
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4Merhdunarodnaja Kniga, Mosz1vA5, KANl ALA.G-2ol'o.
H.M. Stationery Office, P.O. Box 569, 1.olvnoN SE1 ntiii; Government bookshops: London, Belfast,
Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, F.dinhurgh, Manchester.
Unescn Publications Center P.O. Box 433, New York, N.Y. toot6.
Librairie Attie. B.P. 64, Ouagadougou, Lihrairie catholique 'Jeunesse d'Afrique', OuAcAnoucou.
Libreria Historia, Monjas a Padre Sierra, Edifieio Oeste 2. n.° 6 (frenre al Capitolio), apartado de correos
7120-101, CARACAS.
jUgocloVencka Knjiga. Terazije 27, IlEnonAn, Drzavna Zaluzha Slovenije Mestni Trg. 26, LJUBLIANA
La Lihrairie. instivut politique'congolais, B.P. 2307, KirrstiAsA. Commission nationals de la Republique
du Zaire pour l'Unesco, Ministi.re de Peducation natinnale. KINSHASA.

US. $1.50 ; 45p ; 6 F
Plus taxes, if applicable
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